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1 Introduction
1.1 CapaCity – Urban Competences
The program CapaCity – Urban Competences pursues a more deepened international cooperation
between the City of Vienna, its organizations and other cities. Several initiatives in the Danube region
already have pushed forward cooperation and intensification of social and economic exchange
between countries, regions and cities (f.i. the enlargement of the European Union in 2004 & 2007;
the establishment of the European Strategy for the Danube Region), nevertheless the City of Vienna
now focuses on the internationalization of organizations and companies in order to generate
common project ideas. Integrated urban development as holistic smart city approach is the main
aspect of future activities within the program CapaCity.
Intensified European integration is one aspect of the program, additionally the city of Vienna has
been visited by rising numbers of delegations and municipal experts, who are interested in urban
strategies and technologies applied in Vienna. CapaCity will build up on opportunities generated by
this grand international interest and will strive after sustaining contacts and intensifying exchange
with regard to urban technologies and strategies.
The following activities are designed within the project CapaCity in order to support Viennese
companies and organisations to deepen internationalization and activities in CEE and SEE:


Organization of workshops in selected cities and towns with participation of Vienna stakeholders. The
main aim of these workshops is follow-up activities.



Coordination and collection of statistics of visiting delegations and experts to Vienna organisations and
companies with particular interest in Vienna urban solutions.



Representation at events, relevant for smart city expert networks & cooperation ideas.



Research on and collection of relevant challenges for future urban development with regard to
important cross-border and transnational projects and attractive co-financing instruments.



Development of project ideas, triggered by municipal expert exchange on the basis of organized
workshops in CapaCity partner cities.

Diverse sectors and topics are relevant for workshops within CapaCity which are based on issues of
the smart city Vienna framework strategy: radical resource preservation, innovations/new
technologies, balanced quality of living. CapaCity is open for a variety of concrete topics, e.g. among
others integration and diversity policies, PPPs (private-public partnerships) for cities and
municipalities, urban mobility and transport planning, strategies for tourism development or urban
development visions. The ruling principle of workshops is the mutual benefit for both the host city
and the City of Vienna and its organizations

1.2 Workshop: Open Data from the Perspective of Data Protection
Within the framework of the CapaCity Program and in line with Activity 11 the KDZ-Centre for Public
Administration Research carried out the Workshop “Open Data from the Perspective of Data
Protection” in Bucharest (Romania) from November 20-21, 2017. The workshop was developed and
organized in close cooperation with the 1) the National Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration of
Romania (ANCPI) and the Priority Area 10 “Stepping Up Institutional Capacity and Cooperation” (PA
10) of the EU Strategy for the Danube Region (EUSDR).

1.2.1 Workshop Partners
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The KDZ Centre for Public Administration Research (www.kdz.or.at) is a competence centre
and knowledge platform for the public sector, co-founded in 1969 by the City of Vienna and
the Austrian Association of Cities and Towns. It is a non-profit organization with its
headquarters in Vienna and offers applied research, consultancy and training to the public
sector. It works with local governments, regions and national governments across Europe. In
this context the KDZ focuses on supporting the EU member states and neighbour countries in
the fields of impact of the EU on local governments, EU-funding for the public sector,
building administrative capacity, transparency and open government as well as quality
management for the public sector (e.g. CAF).



The National Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration of Romania (ANCPI) was
established in 2004 and is currently subordinated to the Ministry of Regional Development,
Public Administration and European Funds. The Agency is the sole state authority in the
fields of geodesy, cartography, cadastre and land registration. Under its subordination there
are 42 Local Offices for Cadastre and Land Registration and the National Mapping Center.
The main tasks of the Agency are to coordinate and control the execution of cadastre,
cartography, topography, geodesy, photogrammetry and remote sensing at national level,
and to ensure the registration of real estate in the land book throughout the country. It
contributes to the development of the real estate and mortgage market, and supports the
implementation of governmental and international programs. At present, the Agency
implements a national program of overwhelming importance for the Romanian economy:
the National Cadastre and Land Book Program which aims at free registration of all real
estates in the integrated cadastre and land book system, the realization of the cadastral plan
of the buildings and the opening of the land books at the level of all administrative-territorial
units until 2023. Furthermore the Agency holds the Presidency and the Secretariat of the
National Spatial Information Infrastructure Council in Romania, develops and maintains the
INSPIRE geoportal of Romania and ensures its compatibility with the European Community
INSPIRE geo-portal. www.ancpi.ro

Organization of workshops in selected cities and towns with participation of Vienna stakeholders (1)



PA 10 of the EUSDR (www.danube-capacitycooperation.eu ): The Priority Area 10 “Stepping
Up Institutional Capacity and Cooperation” (PA 10) of the EU Strategy for the Danube Region
(EUSDR) is coordinated jointly by the City of Vienna and the Centre for European Perspective
(CEP) in Ljubljana. It deals mainly with four issues in order to fostering social, economic and
territorial cohesion in the 14 countries of the Danube Region: capacity development,
involvement of civil society as well as the local and regional levels, establishment of a city
network and building new tools for innovative financing of EUSDR projects, including seed
money.

2 The study case
KDZ and the EU Strategy for the Danube Region, PA 10-Vienna has started a series of activities in
order to support and strengthen the capacities of land register and cadastre systems in the Danube
Region. Efficient land register and cadastre structures are the preconditions for legal security and
anti-corruption in the field of real estate transactions and electronic registers and cadastre are the
basis for GIS. Workshops on land register and cadastre in Vienna (2016) and Belgrade (2017)2 have
shown that the quality of data and the public access to land register and cadastre have been
considered as most relevant for improvement. This led to intense discussions on open data issues
and its contribution and importance for geographical information systems. Data sharing contributes
to openness and transparency and spatial data in particular is crucial for monitoring and fostering
innovation. Therefore spatial data should be made available at the right level of governance. To
overcome challenging legal and technical issues training and experience exchange are vital for
developing the capacity on open government and open data in the Danube Region. Thus the impact
of the EU Data Protection Directive (2016/680), which has to be transposed into national law by May
2018, has been identified as very important for further examination and common activities. In this
context and as a result of the Belgrade Workshop it was decided to organize a workshop on this topic
together with the National Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration of Romania (ANCPI) and again
in close cooperation with PA 10 of the EU Strategy for the Danube Region.

3 The workshop program and workshop format
Based on the findings of the workshop held in June 2017 in Belgrade and according to the
requirements of the National Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration of Romania (ANCPI) as host
organisation in Bucharest the CapaCity Workshop focused on the following topics (see also workshop
program in the annex):
 providing an overview on the EU Data Protection Directive,

2

The Belgrade Workshop was already carried out within the framework of the CapaCity Programme.

 discussing its impact on registers (challenges and possible solutions) focusing on land register
and cadastre,
 addressing the benefits and limits of open data,
 sounding out respective cooperation possibilities within the Danube Region.

3.1 Methodology
In order to meet the needs of the target group the KDZ together with PA 10 of the EUSDR and the
ANCPI identified together the workshop topics and experts. For finalizing the agenda also
participants from the previous workshops were involved in order to contribute to the country
specific inputs on land register and cadastre and in the perspective of data protection. The
identification and invitation of the participants was carried out by the KDZ strongly supported by the
workshop partners. The workshop premises, technical equipment and board were provided by
ANCPI.
The workshop consisted of two moderated workshop sessions. The foreseen workshop session 3
finally had been merged with workshop 2 following the suggestion of the participants rather to
deepen the joint discussions than to split up in working groups. The main findings of each session
introduced the subsequent session. A sum up with possible next steps closed the workshop.
Inputs and / or moderation were given by the following experts:
Surname

Name

Buric

Manfred

Cuccaro

Michele

Dumitru
Giulescu

Insitution
City
Senior Advisor/Program Director, Department for Legal
Vienna
Informatics, Ministry of Justice

Country

Judge at the Ministry of Justice

Italy

Roverto

National Supervisory Authority for Personal Data
Oana Luisa
Bucharest
Processing
Commissioner in Chief, Ministry of Administration and
Aurel-Cătălin Interior, Directorate for Persons Record and Database Bucharest
Management

Helvei

Vasile Ioan

Höfferer

Jochen

Josifovski
Krabina

Nadica
Bernhard

Laud

Kadri

Prorok

Thomas

Saartee

Piret

Schantl
Schicker

Alexandra
Rudolf

Spiroiu

Ileana

Taus

Mihail

Truşcă

Rinu

Zivkovic

Ljiljana

National Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration of
Bucharest
Romania (ANCPI)
Head of Marketing, Socialmedia & OpenGovernment,
Information Centre of the City of Salzburg
Ministry of Information Society and Administration
KDZ-Centre for Public Administration Research
Member of the Board of Directors, European Land
Registry Association (ELRA)
Deputy Director of the KDZ-Centre for Public
Administration Research
Head of Land Register Division, Centre of Registers and
Information Systems (RIK)
KDZ-Centre for Public Administration Research
PA 10 Coordinator of the EUSDR
Deputy General Manager of the National Agency for
Cadastre and Land Registration of Romania (ANCPI)
National Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration of
Romania (ANCPI)
National Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration of
Romania (ANCPI)
Head of Unit for Territorial Development Information
System in the Ministry of Construction, Transport and
Infrastructure

Austria

Romania
Romania

Romania

Salzburg

Austria

Skopje
Vienna

Macedonia
Austria

Tallinn

Estonia

Vienna

Austria

Tallinn

Estonia

Vienna
Vienna

Austria
Austria

Bucharest

Romania

Bucharest

Romania

Bucharest

Romania

Belgrade

Serbia
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Workshop findings

The overall aim of the workshop was to provide expertise and knowledge exchange on the workshop
topics to get an overview on the EU data protection directive and its impact on open data
government with special focus on land register and cadastre in the Danube Region.
In total 28 experts and representatives from the local, regional and national level of Austria, Bulgaria,
Estonia, Italy, Hungary, Macedonia, Romania, Serbia and Slovakia dealing with land register, cadastre
and / or open data and data protection participated in the workshop (see participants’ list in the
Annex).

4.1 Observations and analysis
Digital border cadastre, land register, open government data (OGD) and geographical information
systems (GIS) are closely linked subjects for better access to information. However, there are still
challenges to overcome when it comes to public data accessibility and data exchange. Obstacles do
not refer only to the quality of data but also to legal restrictions when publishing data. Although data
sharing contributes to openness and transparency and thus supporting democracy and fighting
corruption personal data must be protected.
In this context on December 15, 2015, the European Parliament, the European Council and the
European Commission reached agreement on the new data protection rules, establishing a modern
and harmonized data protection framework across the EU.
The so called “General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)”3 enforceable from May 25, 2018 in the EU
member states should guarantee:


easier access to one’s own data: individuals will have more information on how their data is
processed and this information should be available in a clear and understandable way;



a right to data portability: it will be easier to transfer own personal data between service
providers;



a clarified "right to be forgotten": when individuals no longer want their data to be processed
and that there are no legitimate grounds for retaining it, the data will be deleted;



the right to know when one’s data has been hacked: For example, companies and
organizations must notify the national supervisory authority of serious data breaches as soon
as possible so that users can take appropriate measures.



better cooperation between law enforcement authorities and



better protection of citizen’s data.

The GDPR has great impact both on open government data and on land register and cadastre as it is
applicable to all operators with the following obligations:
 being responsible for protecting data
 mapping the data (data recording) in order to declare the processing of data to the
supervision data authority (what data and how this data is processed)
 impact assessment for evaluation.

3

http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/reform/files/regulation_oj_en.pdf [Download: 23.11.2017]

Although there are already certain guidelines available (e.g. data portability or impact assessment
guidelines)4 the workshop showed that there are still crucial questions to be clarified.
For land register and cadastre in particular the following challenges were identified which may cause
difficulties in applying the GDPR:
 the regulation does not cover all specific land registries issues as it only refers explicitly to
health and medical records
 the “right to be forgotten” is limited and cannot be applied to land register and cadastre
 the principle of publicity might oppose personal data protection (unconditional data access
versus limited data access)
 the scope of interpretation as critical factor: “is there the same understanding of “private
data” and which derived data might become “tricky” data. Different opinions on “private
data” might lead to overusing the courts
 the questions of how to meeting the requirements of land register within the national
adoption of the GDPR – case to case specifications in laws are problematic.
Beside potential risks for fulfilling the regulation the status of implementation differs from country to
country. In Estonia for example the transfer from the old to the new regulation is very little and no
more changes after May 2018 will be needed. Austria – referring to land book and commercial
register – is actually in the screening process of the relevant EU regulations. And although for Serbia
and Macedonia as candidate countries the GDPR is not applicable both countries already have taken
preparation activities within their e-government initiatives. In Macedonia they are additionally
elaborating a new law on data protection based on the GDPR.

4.2 Recommendations and Next Steps
Based on the topics discussed in the workshop the following conclusions were made:
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The GDPR demands – beside concrete requirements for personal data protection – to raise
awareness for data protection within the organizations. To support the right organizational
mind setting training measures for staff are suggested. The organization need to know what
data is processed and how to scale up the data.



Internal data monitoring and setting up transparent criteria for choosing the opening of data
provide arguments why to publish or not to publish data and should be seen as benefit.

http://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/article29/news.cfm?item_type=1360&tpa_id=6936



Citizens need more knowledge about foreign property rights. Different land registers still
hinders cross border data exchange and possibility. To set more activities in this context (e.g.
pilot project between Austria and Estonia starting in 2018).



Fostering the (re) use of base maps because of privacy concerns: base map does not track the
users when they fill in data or search for data while private searching machines do so (e.g.
Google).



A common base map for the Danube Region has been proposed. PA 10 of the EUSDR will
support the initiation of a possible EU-project within the Danube Transnational Programme.

5 Annex
5.1 Agenda of the Workshop
5.2 List of participants
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Agenda
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Day 1, November 20, 2017, Bucharest
Location: Palace of the Parliament, Strada Izvor 2-4, Bucharest
Time

09.00
09.30

09.45

10.00

10.15

Topic

Expert
WORKSHOP SESSION 1:
Moderation: Ileana SPIROIU, Deputy Director General of ANCPI
Welcome Coffee and Get Together
Welcome & Greetings
Radu Codruț Ștefănescu
Director General of National
Agency for Cadastre and Land
Registration of Romania
(ANCPI)
Introduction to the Workshop
Thomas Prorok
- Presentation of the CapaCity
Deputy Director of the
Programme
KDZ-Centre for Public
- Workshop Content and Aims
Administration Research
Capacity-Building in the Danube
Region - Confidence in open
government data
Keynote: Open Data in Land
Register: Estonian Case Study
Input & Q&A

10.45
11.0012.30

12.30

Rudolf Schicker
PA 10 Coordinator of the
EUSDR, Vienna
Piret Saartee
Head of Land Register Division,
Centre of Registers and
Information Systems (RIK),
Estonia

Coffee Break
Open Data and Data Protection
Keynote: The General Data
Aurel-Cătălin Giulescu
Protection Regulation and the EU
Commissioner in Chief, Ministry
Data Protection Directive
of Administration and Interior,
Directorate for Persons Record
and Database Management,
Romania
European Land Registry and CrossKadri Laud
Border Data Protection
Member of the Board of
Directors of the European Land
Registry Association (ELRA)
Records of Processing Activities –
Oana Luisa Dumitru
How to design and implement?
National Supervisory Authority
for Personal Data Processing,
Input and moderated Panel Discussion
Romania
Lunch and Guided Tour through the
Palace of the Parliament
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Data Protection in Registers
Moderation: Victor GRIGORESCU, Director of the Systematic Registration
Directorate, ANCPI
14.00
Introduction
Victor Grigorescu
The National Cadastre and Land
Registry Programme in Romania
14.15 –
Impact of the EU Data Protection
15.15
Directive on Registers (1)
- The interference between land
Mihai Taus
registry and data protection
President of the Romanian Land
Registrars Association, Head of
the Land Registry Department.
of Brasov County, Romania
-

A comparison between the two
Italian Land Registry systems

Michele Cuccaro
Ministry of Justice, Italy

Input with Q&A
15.15
15.30 –
16:45

Coffee Break
Impact of the EU Data Protection
Directive on Registers (2)
-

Sustainability on Landbook - the
Austrian Example

-

Registers data protection under the
e-Government initiative in the
Republic of Serbia

Manfred Buric
Senior Advisor/Program
Director, Department for Legal
Informatics, Ministry of Justice,
Austria
Ljiljana Zivkovic
Head of the Unit for Territorial
Development Information
System, Ministry of
Construction, Transport and
Infrastructure, Serbia

Input with Q&A
16.45

Sum up

Alexandra Schantl
KDZ

17.00
19.30

End of the 1rst WS Day
Common Dinner at the EuroHotel Grivita on the invitation of ANCPI
Address: 130 Calea Grivitei Street, 1st District, Bucharest
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Day 2, November 21, 2017, Bucharest
Location: Palace of the Parliament, Strada Izvor 2-4, Bucharest
Time

Topic

Expert
WORKSHOP SESSION 2:
Good Practices of Open Data and Data Protection in the Danube Region
Moderation: Rudolf Schicker, PA 10 Coordinator of the EUSDR
09.30 –
The Implementation of the EU-Data Sandra Heissenberger
10.30
Protection Directive in Vienna
Execution Office for
Organisation and Security, City
of Vienna
Open Spending Austria and the
Jochen Höfferer
Visualization of Grants and
Head of Marketing, Socialmedia
Subsidies
& OpenGovernment,
Information Centre of the City
of Salzburg
The Macedonian Open Data
Nadina Josifovski
Initiative
Ministry of Information Society
and Administration, Macedonia
Open Data initiative in the Republic
Ljiljana Zivkovic
of Serbia and the local level
Head of the Unit for Territorial
Development Information
System, Ministry of
Construction, Transport and
Infrastructure, Serbia
10.30
Coffee Break
10.45
Round Table Discussion
All Participants
12.00
Lunch
WORKSHOP SESSION 3
Transparency, Open Data and Personal Data
Moderation: Bernhard Krabina, KDZ
13.00
Introduction
Bernhard Krabina
Data Governance in the Area of Open
Data
13.30 –
3 Working groups
All participants
15:15
- Group 1: Lessons Learned from
Open Data Initiatives
- Group 2: Potentials of Data
Governance in the Danube
Region
- Group 3 : Challenges of
transparency and open data
15.15
15.30

Coffee Break
Sum up & Outlook

16.00

End of the Workshop

Ileana Spiroiu, ANCPI &
Thomas Prorok, KDZ
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1) The Nacional Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration of Romania
(ANCPI): Established in 2004 the Agency is the sole state authority in the field of
geodesy, cartography, cadastre, and land registration; under its subordination there
are 42 Local Offices for Cadastre and Land Registration and the National Mapping
Center. It holds the Presidency and the Secretariat of the National Spatial Information
Infrastructure Council in Romania, develops and maintains the INSPIRE geoportal of
Romania and ensures its compatibility with the European Community INSPIRE geoportal. www.ancpi.ro
2) The KDZ Centre for Public Administration Research is a competence centre and
knowledge platform for the public sector, co-founded in 1969 by the City of Vienna
and the Austrian Association of Cities and Towns. It is a non-profit organization with
its headquarters in Vienna and offers applied research, consultancy and training to
the public sector. It works with local governments, regions and national governments
across Europe. In this context the KDZ focuses on supporting the EU member states
and neighbour countries in the fields of impact of the EU on local governments, EUfunding for the public sector, building administrative capacity, transparency and open
government as well as quality management for the public sector (e.g. CAF).
www.kdz.or.at
3) PA 10 of the EUSDR: Priority Area 10 “Stepping Up Institutional Capacity and
Cooperation” (PA10) of the EU Strategy for the Danube Region (EUSDR) is
coordinated jointly by the City of Vienna and the Centre for European Perspective
(CEP) in Ljubljana. It deals mainly with four issues in order to fostering social,
economic and territorial cohesion in the 14 countries of the Danube Region: capacity
development, involvement of civil society as well as the local and regional levels,
establishment of a city network and building new tools for innovative financing of
EUSDR projects, including seed money. www.danube-capacitycooperation.eu
4) Urban Innovation Vienna (UIV) is a think tank and service provider that monitors
and analyzes global trends and developments in Vienna and other cities. With this
knowledge and insight, UIV primarily supports Viennese politics, administration and
companies in finding innovative strategies and solutions for tackling the diverse and
complex tasks of a city. Currently, the company comprises three departments: Smart
City Agency, Energy Center and Future Cities. www.urbaninnovation.at
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Open Data from the Perspective of Data Protection
Thomas Prorok, KDZ

November 20-21, 2017, Bucharest
A format
of

In cooperation
with

CapaCity – Urban Competences
The Ambition

• The program CapaCity – Urban Competences
pursues a more deepened international cooperation
between the City of Vienna, its organizations, partner
organization from Vienna and other cities.
• Integrated urban development as holistic smart city
approach is the main aspect of future activities
within the program CapaCity.

09.06.2017

CapaCity - Urban Competences

2

CapaCity – Workshop AGENDA

09.06.2017

CapaCity - Urban Competences
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CapaCity – Workshop AGENDA

09.06.2017

CapaCity - Urban Competences
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Land Register and Cadastre Structures in the Danube Region

What has already be done?


Workshop October 2016 Vienna & June 2017 in
Belgrade



Providing transparency of the status quo of land
register and cadastre in the countries of the Danube
Region



Elaborating a joint understanding on land register and
cadastre



Initiating a network of practitioners and experts in
this field



Sounding out cooperation possibilities and
development potentials

www.kdz.or.at

Land Register and Cadastre Structures in the Danube Region

Definitions – Common
Understanding
Land Registration System

Cadastre

Land Register

Spatial referenced information
about real estates (maps):
boundaries and buildings, spatial
location, area and land use

Descriptive public register of real
estates: information about legal
situation (ownership, easements,
mortgages, rights and obligations)

Electronic link:
Integrated
Database

www.kdz.or.at

Land Register and Cadastre Structures in the Danube Region

Land registration system of Austria

www.kdz.or.at

Land Register and Cadastre Structures in the Danube Region

Czech Republic

Slovakia

Hungary

Croatia

Slovenia

Serbia

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Montenegro

Bulgaria

Romania

Moldova

Ukraine

Germany

Availability

Austria

Availability

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

?

Yes

Yes

Yes

?

Partly
Public access

Yes

(only persons
with legitimate
interest)

Yes
Online access

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Partly

Yes

No

(Cadastre)

Partly (Land

?

No

?

Yes

?

?

?

Yes

Partly

?

Register)

Costs (Fees)

www.kdz.or.at

Yes
(queries)

Yes (queries)

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

Land Register and Cadastre Structures in the Danube Region

www.kdz.or.at

Land Register and Cadastre Structures in the Danube Region

www.kdz.or.at

Contact
@thomasprorok
@KDZ_Austria

www.facebook.com/KDZ.or.at

www.caf-zentrum.at/youtube
Thomas Prorok
prorok@kdz.or.at

www.kdz.or.at

+43 1 89 234 92-0

www.caf-center.eu

www.kdz.or.at

Thomas Prorok
15. Dezember 2017 · Seite 11

EUROPEAN U N I O N

CapaCity Workshop
.

Capacity Building in the Danube Region – Confidence in Open Government
Data
.

Rudolf Schicker, PAC 10 EUSDR, Vienna

20th November 2017, Bucharest

Countries Participation
14 countries
9 EU-members
5 non members
>110 Mio. inhabitants

EU STRATEGY FOR
THE DANUBE REGION (EUSDR)
www.danube-region.eu

Pillars and Priority Areas

Priority Area 10 is part of Pillar 4 „Strengthening the Region“

EU STRATEGY FOR THE DANUBE REGION (EUSDR) | www.danube-region.eu

Cooperation and Capacity-building are the keys to
better Living Conditions in the Danube Region
• Public management practices
• Cooperative structures catching the needs of citizens
• political and/or administrative reforms to build a smart, sustainable and inclusive
Danube Region
• Involvement of civil society
• Strengthening governance through inclusion of stakeholders
• Unfold urban and regional potentials
• Foster territorial, social and economic cohesion
EU STRATEGY FOR THE DANUBE REGION (EUSDR) | www.danube-region.eu

Publicity and Use of Information about Real Estates
Digital Border Cadaster and Land Registry for Public Use
• During the last decades countries in the Danube Region have made great afford to
implement a border cadaster.
• Constraints and legal regulations are different but comparable.
• The first seminar in Vienna resulted in a documentation about the methods
used in the countries of the Danube Region.

EU STRATEGY FOR THE DANUBE REGION (EUSDR) | www.danube-region.eu

Publicity and Use of Information about Real Estates
Digital Border Cadaster and Land Registry for Public Use

• The used systems are comparable in general, but are different in administration and
responsibilities of state bodies (public authorities, courts).
• In some countries administration is centralized in others it is handled by regional
bodies.
• More often licensed private firms get involved.
• In several countries public authorities have to certify the results of licensed surveyors
in others not.

EU STRATEGY FOR THE DANUBE REGION (EUSDR) | www.danube-region.eu

Publicity and Use of Information about Real Estates
Digital Border Cadaster and Land Registry for Public Use
• During the last decades countries in the Danube Region have made great afford to
implement a border cadaster.
• Constraints and legal regulations are different but comparable.
• The first seminar in Vienna resulted in a documentation about the methods
used in the countries of the Danube Region.

• The second seminar in Beograd identified Data Protection as an obstacle for OGD

EU STRATEGY FOR THE DANUBE REGION (EUSDR) | www.danube-region.eu

Land Information Systems and Geographical Information Systems
Usually are based on digital border cadaster
Reference data are needed
GIS offer the opportunity of Open Government Data

Rules, Regulations, Accessability are the topics of this third seminar
„General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)” enforceable from 25th May 2018

EU STRATEGY FOR THE DANUBE REGION (EUSDR) | www.danube-region.eu

EU STRATEGY FOR THE DANUBE REGION (EUSDR) | www.danube-region.eu

EU STRATEGY FOR THE DANUBE REGION (EUSDR) | www.danube-region.eu

EU STRATEGY FOR THE DANUBE REGION (EUSDR) | www.danube-region.eu

EU STRATEGY FOR THE DANUBE REGION (EUSDR) | www.danube-region.eu

Open Government Data

https://www.data.gv.at/

Citizen
participation
• transparency
• decision makingprocesses
• cooperation

Business & research

Administration

• strengthening the
business location
• new apps
• commercial
exploitation

• data use
• consistent processes
• no media disruption

completeness
primary source

proximity of time
easy access

OGD
principles

machine readability
non-discrimination
using open standards
licensing
documentation
data protection

12 Critical Success Factors
Political backing

Publishing four times a year

No individual data of persons
No data of critical infrastructure

Free of charge also for commercial
utilization
One licence for Austria

Data of quality content by usage

Involve University

Easy integration

Platform for Developers

Keep up to date

Platform for Communities

Internal Data Monitoring

secrecy

personal data

copyright

benefit

costs

quality

synergy

compliance
with
OGD principles

availability

Data Record: Vienna City Marathon
secrecy
Compliance
with OGD
principles

5

personal data

4
3

2
synergy

copyright

1
0

availability

benefit

quality

costs

secrecy
personal data
copyright
benefit
costs
quality
availability
synergy
compliance with OGD principles
sum

5
5
5
3
5
5
3
2
5
38

Where Open Data is contained,
„Open Data“ should be labelled.
•
•
•

•
•

Open Data in applications and services
Represents the value of Open Data
Entrepreneurs, companies,
associations, code gutters, (high)
schools , NGOs / NPOs , bloggers, data
journalists, private and governmental
organizations,
and many more ...
Become an Open Data ambassador
http://www.opendatainside.com/

EUROPEAN U N I O N

Thank you for your attention!

Priority Area 10 | Institutional Capacity and Cooperation
Rudolf Schicker PA10 Coordinator - EUSDR
Kirchberggasse 33-35/9
A - 1070 Wien
Tel: +43 (1) 89 08 088 2201
Rudolf.Schicker@pa10-danube.eu
www.danube-capacitycooperation.eu

With the financial support of the European Union

Open Data in Land Register:
Estonian case study

Piret Saartee
Head of Land Register Division

Centre of Registers and Information
Systems (RIK) and objectives
•

ICT focused state agency under the Ministry of Justice

•

Full IT-services for Ministry of Justice and all legal and
administrative agencies under the Ministry

•

Eefficient e-governance
• over 70 different IS
• several awards

•

International collaboration

IS managed by RIK

Core of e-governance in Estonia
• ID-card / Mobile ID / Smart ID – secure authentication and
electronic signature
• X-Road – secure and decentralized data exchange
• Once only principle
• Citizen owner of data
• State portal – eesti.ee
• Estonian Information Society strategy 2020
– Interoperability => agreement signed with Finland in March
2017
– No legacy systems (max 13 years)
– Data embassies and cloud back-up research project
– E-Residency

Estonian Land Register
• Legal register
• Court register
• Maintained only electronically
– Submission of documents
– Decision making
– Communication
– Appealing

Modules
•
•
•
•
•

Back Office
eLand Register
Immovables Portal
Xml-services
X-road services

E-Land Register
• Available to public
• Mandatory to use
• Free of charge for:
– Notaries
– Government authorities
– Courts
– Local governments etc.

https://kinnistusraamat.rik.ee/

Key registers
Population
Register

e-Notary

Land
Register

Business
Register

Land
Cadastre

Open Data
Open Data Portal:
https://opendata.riik.ee/en
http://avaandmed.rik.ee/andmed/KR/

Land Register open data
• XML file, weekly update
• Content:
– Status
– Type
– Unique registeration number
– Purpose
– Address, incl. unique address code
– Total area

Technical measures
•
•
•
•

Information about viewers
Logging
Clear access policy
SLA

Thank you!
www.rik.ee/en/international
Piret.saartee@just.ee

European Land Registry and Cross-Border Data
Protection

Open Data from the Perspective of Data Protection
CapaCity Workshop
November, 20-21, 2017 Bucharest

Kadri Laud
ELRA Board of Directors

REGULATION (EU) 2016/679 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
AND OF THE COUNCIL
• On the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of
personal data and on the free movement of such data.
• The aim of the GDPR is to protect all EU citizens from privacy and
data breaches in an increasingly data-driven world.

Photo: Pixabay

Recital 5: The economic and social integration resulting from the functioning of the internal
market has led to a substantial increase in cross-border flows of personal data.

Photo: Pixabay
Recital 6: Technology has transformed both the economy and social life, and should further
facilitate the free flow of personal data within the Union and the transfer to third countries and
international organisations, while ensuring a high level of the protection of personal data.



GDPR gives general rules and principles.

Directly applicable
important roll.




but

still

implementation

norms

play

NO transposition but some instances it is needed, see Recital 8:

Where this Regulation provides for specifications or restrictions of
its rules by Member State law, Member States may, as far as
necessary for coherence and for making the national provisions
comprehensible to the persons to whom they apply, incorporate
elements of this Regulation into their national law.

European Land Registry
 Increased demand for Land Registers information to registration
of foreign documents and judicial decisions.
 Establishing local equivalents for foreign legal rights.
 In order to get an efficient implementation of EU Regulations on
civil and commercial matters .
 New demands on registrars, judges, academics, solicitors,
notaries, lawyers, and citizens.
 Improved knowledge of foreign property rights, registration
systems and legislation and to provide understandable
information through e- Justice portal.

LRI by European Commission
The Land Registers Interconnection (LRI) Project:


a single access point



within the e-Justice Portal, for the acquisition of land-related
information of participating Member States



citizens and professionals will be able to query and retrieve
relevant information via a single, adaptive, multi-lingual
interface.

IMOLA (Interoperability for Land Registers) by ELRA
Diversity of Land Registers


Legal context, e.g.
 deed vs. title systems
 legal value of the retrieved data



Business context, e.g.
 purpose of the data
 ways land register data is used



Data structure and content



On-line availability of data



Search parameters



Data available in search responses



Land registers data access conditions
 registration, authentication, roles, cost, etc.

European Land Registry Document

ELRD Structure








A: Information on the property (Land Registry
Unit).
 Part A
B: Primary rights (proprietorship)
 Part B
C: Secondary rights (liens, encumbrances,
mortages, usufruct, seizure)
 Part C
D: Other

ELRA´s new project, IMOLA II
A

Knowledge Repository integrated on e-Justice portal as
controlled vocabulary (Thesaurus).
To

achieve the semantic interoperability among the Land
Registers Information to make easier the implementation of the
ELRD as standardized common output.
Use

controlled vocabularies as part of the descriptive metadata
to characterize the content of the information objects of the Land
Registries.
The

use of such vocabularies is a key issue, because these
metadata may be invoked by mean of web service as National Land
Registers Systems as customers by a web page.

LRI will:
provide

extensive information to citizens regarding the legal
value and up-to-datedness of retrieved information;
ensure

that conditions
information are met;

of

national

registers

to

provide

incorporate

a seamless purchase mechanism for land-related
information and/or original documentation from multiple national
registers;
inform

citizens of the differences in terminology and legal
context amongst different Member States;
comply

with national and European laws and national register
policies about data protection and privacy.

Cross-Border Data protection
EUROPEAN COMMISSION (2014), 2014/333/EU: Commission Decision of 5
June 2014 on the protection of personal data in the European e-Justice
Portal
‘No

personal data relating to the data subjects shall be stored in
the Portal. All such data shall be stored in the national databases
operated by the Member States or other bodies’;
‘Personal

data relating to or provided by Portal users shall not be
stored in the Portal, other than in cases where they have signed up
as registered users. Personal data of registered users shall be
stored until they request the deletion of their registration’.
Secure Transport Layer
All information exchanges between the European e-Justice Portal
and Member States must be encrypted so as to avoid unauthorised
access to the data exchanged.

(111) … Provision should also be made for the possibility for
transfers where important grounds of public interest laid down by
Union or Member State law so require or where the transfer is
made from a register established by law and intended for
consultation by the public or persons having a legitimate interest.
In the latter case, such a transfer should not involve the entirety
of the personal data or entire categories of the data contained in
the register and, when the register is intended for consultation by
persons having a legitimate interest, the transfer should be made
only at the request of those persons or, if they are to be the
recipients, taking into full account the interests and fundamental
rights of the data subject.

Articles 6 (2) and (3)
Member States may maintain or introduce more specific provisions
to adapt the application of the rules of this Regulation with regard
to processing for compliance with points (c) and (e) of paragraph 1
by determining more precisely specific requirements for the
processing and other measures to ensure lawful and fair processing
including for other specific processing situations as provided for in
Chapter IX.

Thank you!

PROGRAMUL NAȚIONAL DE CADASTRU ȘI
CARTE FUNCIARĂ
PNCCF
2015-2023

TEME
Obiectivul PNCCF
• Cadru legal
• Finanțare

Strategia de înregistrare sistematică
Stadiul înregistrării sistematice a proprietăților
•
•
•
•

Continuarea contractelor de înregistrare sistematică - CESAR
Etapa 1 PNCCF – 147 UAT- uri
Înregistrare sistematică pe sectoare cadastrale conform OUG nr. 35/2016
Proiecte ale UAT- urilor din fonduri proprii

Beneficii PNCCF

Experiența proiectului pilot CESAR

OBIECTIV

ÎNREGISTRAREA GRATUITĂ ÎN SISTEMUL INTEGRAT DE CADASTRU ȘI CARTE FUNCIARĂ A
IMOBILELOR

• realizarea planului cadastral-reflectarea reală a imobilelor și a suprafețelor
• înscrierea gratuită a imobilelor indiferent de calitatea titularului dreptului
• înscrierea posesiei în lipsa actelor de proprietate
• deschiderea cărților funciare
• dezbaterea succesiunilor
Transparență în implementarea PNCCF prin Pactul de Integritate ANCPI –
Transparency International România și Institutul pentru Politici Publice

BENEFICII

Finalizarea procesului de restituire a proprietăților
Implementarea noilor scheme de plăți care se aplică în agricultură, prin
intabularea terenurilor agricole din sectoarele cadastrale din extravilanul
localităților
Reducerea termenelor de implementare a proiectelor de infrastructură
strategică națională

Stabilirea unei baze reale de impozitare a proprietăților imobiliare
Identificarea proprietarilor, posesorilor și soluționarea succesiunilor
nedezbătute, prin plata onorariilor notariale de către ANCPI
Dezvoltarea piețelor imobiliare și ipotecare în zonele rurale

CADRU LEGISLATIV

Legea cadastrului și a publicității imobiliare nr. 7/1996, republicată, cu modificările și
completările ulterioare
Hotărârea nr. 294/2015 privind aprobarea Programului naţional de cadastru şi carte funciară
2015-2023, cu modificările și completările ulterioare
Ordonanța de Urgență a Guvernului nr. 35/2016 privind modificarea și completarea Legii
cadastrului și a publicității imobiliare nr. 7/1996
Specificații tehnice de realizare a lucrărilor sistematice de cadastru pe sectoare cadastrale
în vederea înscrierii imobilelor în cartea funciară finanțate de ANCPI, aprobate prin ODG nr.
979/2016
Procedura și modalitatea de alocare a sumelor, precum și raportarea de către beneficiari a
stadiului de execuție a lucrărilor pentru lucrările de înregistrare sistematică inițiate de UATuri, aprobată prin ODG nr. 819/2016
Regulamentul de avizare, recepție și înscriere în evidențele de cadastru și carte funciară,
aprobat prin ODG nr. 700/2014, cu modificările și completările ulterioare

NOUTĂȚI LEGISLATIVE

ODG nr. 353/24.03.2017 privind modificarea Procedurii de finanțare aprobate prin ODG nr.
819/2016
ODG nr. 511/16.05.2017 privind modificarea Procedurii de finanțare aprobate prin ODG nr.
819/2016
ODG nr. 536/24.05.2017 privind modificarea Specificațiilor tehnice aprobate prin ODG nr.
979/2016

Legea nr. 111/19.05.2017 privind modificarea și completarea Legii nr. 7/1996

NOUTĂȚI LEGISLATIVE
OUG nr. 353/2017 și OUG nr. 511/2017

Toate solicitările privind suplimentarea sau diminuarea bugetului alocat pentru finanțare
sunt supuse aprobării Consiliului de administraţie ANCPI

Contractele de finanțare încheiate în 2016 pot fi transformate în contracte multianuale, prin
prelungirea termenului până cel târziu la 30.11.2017, prin acte adiționale

Contractele de finanțare se încheie în limita creditelor de angajament comunicate prin fila
de buget, pentru o perioadă de cel mult 24 luni
Termenul până la care UAT-urile pot solicita încheierea contractului de finanţare este de
maximum 45 de zile de la primirea înştiinţării transmise de către OCPI fiecărei UAT din aria
de competenţă teritorială
Nu vor face obiectul decontării imobilele compuse din mai multe parcele dintre care unele
parcele sunt situate în intravilan şi cel puţin o parcelă este situată în extravilan

NOUTĂȚI LEGISLATIVE
ODG nr. 536/2017

Prestatorul este responsabil de îndeplinirea cerinţelor privind informarea persoanelor ale
căror date cu caracter personal se colectează şi prelucrează în cadrul procesului de
înregistrare sistematică, conform prevederilor art. 12 alin. (1) şi (2) din Legea nr. 677/2001
pentru protecţia persoanelor cu privire la prelucrarea datelor cu caracter personal şi libera
circulaţie a acestor date
OCPI determină sectoarele cadastrale la nivel de întreg UAT-ul, anterior demarării
procedurii de achiziție a serviciilor de înregistrare sistematică a imobilelor la nivel de
sectoare cadastrale
Modificarea limitelor sectorului cadastral se face numai cu acordul OCPI şi cu refacerea
sectorizării întregului UAT

Au fost reduse termenele acordate prestatorilor pentru corectarea erorilor și/sau
completarea livrabilelor în cadrul etapelor 1 și 2 aferente recepției lucrărilor de înregistrare
sistematică a imobilelor

NOUTĂȚI LEGISLATIVE
Legea nr. 111/2017
Plata certificatelor de moştenitor eliberate se face de către ANCPI conform procedurii stabilite
prin protocol încheiat între ANCPI și UNNPR, cu excepţia certificatelor de moştenitor eliberate
ulterior împlinirii unui termen de 2 ani de la data sesizării camerei notarilor publici de către oficiul
teritorial
UAT- urile care intenţionează demararea lucrărilor de înregistrare sistematică a terenurilor la nivel
de sector cadastral au obligaţia de a transmite la OCPI solicitarea de a se încheia contractul de
finanţare, în termen de 45 de zile de la primirea înştiinţării transmise de OCPI cu privire la suma
alocată pentru finanţare şi a modelului contractului de finanţare
UAT- urile beneficiare ale finanţării lucrărilor de înregistrare sistematică au obligaţia de a include
cu prioritate în sectoarele cadastrale care fac obiectul contractului de prestări servicii terenurile
aferente proiectelor de infrastructură de interes naţional
Până la aprobarea delimitării UAT- urilor prin lege, în cazul în care limitele acestora sunt stabilite
prin procese-verbale de delimitare, procese-verbale de conciliere sau, după caz, prin hotărâri
judecătoreşti definitive, aceste limite devin oficiale şi ANCPI are obligaţia de a le introduce în
sistemul integrat de cadastru şi carte funciară
A fost abrogat alin. (3411) al art. 9 din Legea nr. 7/1996, potrivit căruia Prevederile Legii nr. 98/2016
privind achiziţiile publice, cu completările ulterioare, nu se aplică pentru atribuirea contractelor de
achiziţie publică/acordurilor-cadru de servicii care au ca obiect contractarea serviciilor de
înregistrare sistematică, de către unităţile administrativ-teritoriale sau de către Agenţia Naţională,
în aplicarea alin. (23).

STRATEGIA DE ÎNREGISTRARE
SISTEMATICĂ A PROPRIETĂȚILOR

 Transparență și tratament egal pentru toate entitățile
implicate
 Utilizarea tuturor resurselor umane și financiare
disponibile și calificate la nivelul pieței
 Alcătuirea bugetelor pe baza prețurilor istorice din
licitațiile anterioare pentru servicii de înregistrare
sistematică
 Flexibilitate în actualizarea reglementărilor pentru
rezolvarea situațiilor constatate în practică

FINANȚAREA PNCCF
~ 1,2 miliarde euro

VENITURI PROPRII
ANCPI

4.050.885
mii lei

FONDURI EXTERNE
NERAMBURSABILE

SURSE FINANCIARE
ALOCATE DIN
BUGETUL UAT-urilor

1.408.010
mii lei

în limita
alocărilor
din
bugetele
locale

DATE ROMÂNIA

Suprafața României (ha)
intravilan
extravilan

23,839,652.41
1,859,318.99
21,980,333.42

Date GIS communicate de Centrul Național de
Cartografie la 25.04.2014

7.80%
92.20%

Suprafața Urban (ha)
intravilan
extravilan

3,073,036.54
426,770.17
2,646,266.37

12.89%
13.89%
86.11%

Suprafața Rural (ha)
intravilan
extravilan

20,766,615.87
1,432,548.82
19,334,067.05

87.11%
6.90%
93.10%

Suprafața medie UAT RO (ha)
Suprafața medie UAT Urban RO
Suprafața medie UAT Rural RO

revizuită
7,494

inițială
7,483

9,603
7,259

9,600
7,259

SITUAȚIA IMOBILELOR ÎNREGISTRATE ÎN
SISTEMUL INTEGRAT DE CADASTRU ȘI
CARTE FUNCIARĂ

Număr estimat de imobile: 40.000.000, din care:
URBAN:

320 UAT- uri

8.000.000 imobile

20%

RURAL: 2.861 UAT- uri

32.000.000 imobile

80%

Număr de imobile înregistrate în sistemul informatic la 17.11.2017:

10.386.993 (25,97%)

STRATEGIA DE ÎNREGISTRARE
SISTEMATICĂ A PROPRIETĂȚILOR

•
•

•
•
•
•

Aprox. 2949 UAT
Preț unitar fix: 60 lei/
Carte Funciară
Lucrări derulate la
nivel de sector cadastral
Proceduri achiziție
derulate de UAT
Executanți:
PFA cat. A,B,D;
PJA cat. I,II,III

•
•
•
•
•
•

Aprox. 320 orașe
Cofinanțare ANCPI: 60
lei/Carte Funciară
Lucrări derulate la
nivel de UAT sau
sector cadastral
Proceduri achiziție
derulate de UAT
Executanți: PFA/PJA
31 UAT au demarat
lucrări din fonduri proprii

•
•

Obiect 5, 7 mil ha
Selecție UAT de
o comisie interministerială, după
criterii:
 să fie în Master Plan de
Transport
 să aibă Proiecte de
infrastructură în alte
programe
 Zone vulnerabile
• Proceduri achiziție
derulate de ANCPI
• Executanți: PJA

Bugetul anual al PNCCF este aprobat de Consiliul de Administrație al ANCPI

ÎNREGISTRAREA SISTEMATICĂ
Contracte CESAR

Obiect
50 de UAT- uri
rurale din 16
județe
Suprafața
acoperită:
425.000 ha

Nr. estimat de
imobile: 620.000

Finanțare
Împrumut BIRD
2009 – 2013

Fonduri proprii
ANCPI din 2013

Stadiul
lucrărilor
27 UAT- uri
finalizate

17 UAT- uri în
stadiu avansat
de execuție

6 în diverse
stadii de
execuție

ÎNREGISTRAREA SISTEMATICĂ
ETAPA I - 147 de UAT-uri
ANCPI a lansat prima licitație electronică în SEAP pentru realizarea
Programului Național de Cadastru și Carte Funciară în 2015

Număr UAT- uri
din zona rurală:
147

Acorduri cadru
semnate pentru
87 UAT- uri din
24 de județe

Acorduri cadru
semnate pentru
55 UAT- uri din
15 județe

• buget cu TVA: 71,8
mil. lei
• termen de finalizare
lucrări: 2019
• 32 contracte servicii
în derulare în 64 de
UAT- uri

• buget cu TVA:
aprox. 45 mil. lei
• termen de finalizare
lucrări: 2020

ÎNREGISTRAREA SISTEMATICĂ
OUG nr. 35/2016
BUGET ALOCAT

150 mii lei /
UAT
credite de
angajament
2017-2019

peste

440 milioane
lei
credite de angajament
2017-2019

ÎNREGISTRAREA SISTEMATICĂ
OUG nr. 35/2016
CONDIȚII

minim

100
imobile

sectoare
cadastrale

prioritare

maxim
maxim

60 lei
(TVA inclus) /
carte funciară
deschisă

2500
imobile

maxim

24 luni
finanțare

ÎNREGISTRAREA SISTEMATICĂ 2016
OUG nr. 35/2016

Unitățile administrativ-teritoriale pot iniția lucrări de înregistrare sistematică la
nivel de sectoare cadastrale ce cuprind imobile din extravilan
Prin excepție, în unitățile administrativ-teritoriale în care nu sunt terenuri în
extravilan, lucrările de înregistrare sistematică pot fi demarate la nivelul
sectoarelor cadastrale din intravilan
Executanți:
- PFA - categoria A, B sau D
- PJA - clasa I, II sau III
Număr de imobile contractate: între 100 – 2500 /UAT

ÎNREGISTRAREA SISTEMATICĂ
OUG nr. 35/2016
Finanțare 2016 - Situația la 15 noiembrie 2017

257
1.205

contracte de
finanțare
încheiate în
2016, în
vigoare

sectoare
cadastrale
finalizate din
494 UAT-uri

262
contracte de
prestări servicii
încheiate în
2016, în vigoare

708
sectoare
cadastrale cu
lucrări în
desfășurare
din 179 UATuri

ÎNREGISTRAREA SISTEMATICĂ OUG
35/2016
Finanțare (2017-2019) - Situația la 15 noiembrie 2017

1.972
2.949
UAT- uri
eligibile

2.108
contracte de
finanțare încheiate
de OCPI cu UATurile
(estimare 1400)

contracte prestări
servicii încheiate
de UAT- uri cu
PFA/PJA
(estimare 1200)

14.956
sectoare
cadastrale în
derulare din
1.731 UATuri

STADIUL ÎNREGISTRĂRII SISTEMATICE A
PROPRIETĂȚILOR, 15 noiembrie 2017

ÎNREGISTRAREA SISTEMATICĂ 2017
Acțiuni OCPI
Transmite înștiințări către UAT- uri cu privire la suma care a fost aprobată în
buget, însoțită de modelul contractului de finanțare și de Specificațiile Tehnice
Dacă este cazul, transmite notificări UAT-urilor care nu au solicitat încheierea
contractelor de finanțare în termenul de 45 de zile
Semnează contractele de finanțare cu UAT-urile
Stabilește împreună cu primăriile sectoarele cadastrale prioritare
Desemnează un responsabil de contract

Raportează lunar către ANCPI stadiul privind derularea contractului
Stabilește data publicării documentelor tehnice, pe care o comunică în scris ANCPI şi
Prestatorului
Emite procesul PVR TEHNIC al documentelor tehnice și transmite un exemplar către
UAT
Verifică documentele de plată și solicită transferul de fonduri către ANCPI

Transferă fondurile către UAT

ÎNREGISTRAREA SISTEMATICĂ 2017
Acțiuni Persoane Autorizate ANCPI

 Se înscrie în Sistemul Electronic de Achiziții Publice (SEAP)
 Definește catalogul de produse
 Încheie contractul de prestări servicii
 În baza contractului de prestări servicii de înregistrare sistematică a imobilelor:
• desfășoară campania de informare la nivel local
• preia aplicaţia pentru generarea fişierelor .cgxml
• execută lucrări de specialitate, identifică limitele imobilelor, întocmește fișa
de date a imobilelor, identifică deținătorii și colectează actele
• integrează informațiile din cadastrul sporadic în cadrul lucrărilor de
înregistrare sistematică
• întocmește documentele tehnice ale cadastrului
 Asigură suport tehnic la publicarea documentelor tehnice ale cadastrului
 Actualizează documentele tehnice ale cadastrului în urma soluționării cererilor
de rectificare şi predă la OCPI documentele tehnice finale
 Emite și transmite factura către UAT

ÎNREGISTRAREA SISTEMATICĂ 2017
Acțiuni Primar UAT
Completează modelul de contract de finanțare cu datele UAT și suma necesară și îl
transmite semnat și ștampilat, în 2 exemplare, către OCPI
Termenul până la care UAT poate solicita încheierea contractului de finanțare este de 45 zile de la
primirea înștiințării de la OCPI.

Semnează contractul de finanțare între UAT și OCPI
Derulează procedura de achiziție și selectează operatorul economic
Semnează contractul de achiziție publică cu operatorul economic
Desemnează un responsabil de contract
Înştiinţează deţinătorii imobilelor, prin afişare şi prin alte mijloace de publicitate, cu privire
la obligaţiile ce le revin conform Legii
Monitorizează și raportează către OCPI stadiul de execuție a contractului
Eliberează certificate şi furnizează gratuit echipelor de realizare a lucrărilor sistematice de
cadastru date şi informaţii din evidențele primăriei
Contrasemnează documentele tehnice ale cadastrului

Asigură spațiul și suportul pentru desfășurarea afișării publice
Emite și semnează PVR servicii în termen de maximum 5 zile lucrătoare de la comunicarea
PVR tehnic
Realizează plata serviciilor către prestator

ÎNREGISTRAREA SISTEMATICĂ 2017
Documente suport
http://www.ancpi.ro/pnccf/documente-support.html
 Ghidul Primarului
 Ghidul PFA/PJA

 Ghid Alocare bugetară și achiziție publică
 Procedura și modalitatea de alocare a sumelor precum și raportarea de către
beneficiari a stadiului de execuție a lucrărilor pentru lucrările de înregistrare
sistematică inițiate de unitățile administrativ-teritoriale
 Specificații tehnice de realizare a lucrărilor sistematice de cadastru pe
sectoare cadastrale în vederea înscrierii imobilelor în cartea funciară
 Model contract de finanțare

 Model contract servicii
 Aplicație gratuită pentru generare fișiere .cgxml
 Instrucțiuni privind accesul la WebCadgen

EXPERIENȚA dobândită în cadrul
Proiectului pilot CESAR

EXPERIENȚA dobândită în cadrul
Proiectului pilot CESAR

Campania de informare:
bine făcută,
asigură
obținerea de

informații
corecte și
complete

EXPERIENȚA dobândită în cadrul
Proiectului pilot CESAR

Interacțiunea cu cetățenii:

determinantă
pentru
organizarea și
desfășurarea
lucrărilor

EXPERIENȚA dobândită în cadrul
Proiectului pilot CESAR

Colaborarea cu primăria:
esențială
pentru
eficiența
procesului
(încadrarea în
termenele de
livrare)

PNCCF pe Geoportal
http://geoportal.ancpi.ro/geoportal/imobile/Harta.html

Iancu Jianu, Valea Mare, Brebeni OLT
Mârzănești, Saelele, Frăsinet
TELEORMAN
Nana, Roseti, Stefan Vodă CĂLĂRAȘI
Saschiz, MUREȘ
Valea Mărului, Matca GALAȚI
Crizbav BRAȘOV
Ungheni ARGEȘ
Orțișoara TIMIȘ

Vă mulțumim
pentru atenție!

DATA PROTECTION
&
LAND REGISTRIES
Mihai Taus
Romanian Land Registry Association

“They can tap all my telephone calls
(when, why, to whom.)
They have a file on my dreams and plans
and on those who read them.
And who knows when they’ll find
sufficient reasons to dig up the files
that violate my rights.”
Attila Jozsef, hungarian poet, 1935

1984 – George Orwell
2

MILESTONES
•
•
•

•
•

data protection required since the use of computers (integrated data
management)
1980 -Recommendations of the Council Concerning Guidelines
Governing the Protection of Privacy and Trans-Border Flows of Personal
Data
1995 - Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with
regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement
of such data

2001 - Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 18 December 2000 on the protection of individuals with
regard to the processing of personal data by the Community institutions
and bodies and on the free movement of such data
2002 - Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 12 July 2002 concerning the processing of personal data and
3
the protection of privacy in the electronic communications
sector
(Directive on privacy and electronic communications)

MILESTONES
•
•

•

2008 - COUNCIL FRAMEWORK DECISION 2008/977/JHA on the
protection of personal data processed in the framework of police and
judicial cooperation in criminal matters
2012 - Commission proposed a comprehensive reform of data
protection rules to increase users' control of their data and to cut costs
for businesses

2015 -On 15 December, the European Parliament, the Council
and the Commission reached agreement on the new data
protection rules, establishing a modern and harmonized data
protection framework across the EU. The Regulation shall apply
2 years after its formal adoption by the European Parliament and
Council.
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WHAT’S NEW?
•
•

•
•
•
•

easier access to your own data: individuals will have more information on how
their data is processed and this information should be available in a clear and
understandable way;
a right to data portability: it will be easier to transfer your personal data
between service providers;

a clarified "right to be forgotten": when you no longer want your data to be
processed, and provided that there are no legitimate grounds for retaining it, the
data will be deleted;
the right to know when your data has been hacked: For example, companies
and organizations must notify the national supervisory authority of serious data
breaches as soon as possible so that users can take appropriate measures.
Better cooperation between law enforcement authorities
Better protection of citizen’s data
5

DEFINITIONS
•
•

•
•
•

Data: information (in an electronic form that can be processed by a
computer).
Personal data: any information relating to an identified or identifiable
natural person.

Processing of personal data: any operation or set of operations
performed upon personal data (collection, recording, consultation, ...).
Data controller: the person, public authority, agency or any other body
which alone or jointly with others determines the purposes and means of
the processing of personal data (e.g. the Land Registry itself, the
ministry, ... ).
Data subject: the person whose personal data are being processed (e.g.
the proprietor, the mortgagor and mortgagee, ... entered in the land
register).
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LR APPROACH TO
PROTECTED DATA
• Personal data must be processed fairly and lawfully
• Personal data shall not be kept in a form which permits identification of the data subject
for longer than is necessary for the purpose for which the data were collected and/or
processed.

• Personal data shall not be transferred to a third country unless that country ensures an
adequate level of protection for the rights of data subjects in relation to the processing
of personal data

7

PERSONAL DATA
USED BY LR
• names
• PINs
• addresses
• data “behind the curtain”
• other?
8

LR APPROACH TO
PROTECTED DATA

• unconditioned
access to LR data
(any limits)
Principle of
publicity

Personal data
protection

• legitimate interest to
access LR data
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LR APPROACH TO
PROTECTED DATA

• Free access: Belgium, Bosnia &

Herzegovina, Croatia, England &
Wales, Finland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
The Netherlands, Sweden, Scotland.

• Legitimate interest: Greece, Lithuania,
Spain

• Specific: Estonia, Poland, Romania
(information from www.elra.eu)
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LR APPROACH TO
PROTECTED DATA
• Access based on name identification/
plot identification

• Allowed
• Not allowed
• Allowed in certain circumstances

• Free access/legitimate interest

(depending on the type of information)
11

LR APPROACH TO
PROTECTED DATA

• principle of publicity - publicity of rights
(erga omnes effect)

• principle of curtain
ed
deed

Registered
right
12

QUESTIONS
•

Is there any "conflict" between LR and data protection?

•
•

Shall LR be an exception to data protection legislation?

•
•
•
•

Public/protected

Why (not)?
If YES, at what extent?
How?

How LR comply with data protection?

•
•

does “right to be forgotten” applies?
should the owner be informed if someone accessed its data?

13

ANSWERS?
• R. (45) :

Where processing is carried out in accordance with a legal obligation to which the
controller is subject or where processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out
in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority, the processing should have a basis in
Union or Member State law. This Regulation does not require a specific law for each individual
processing. (…)

• R. (69):

Where personal data might lawfully be processed because processing is necessary
for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official
authority vested in the controller, or on grounds of the legitimate interests of a controller or a
third party, a data subject should, nevertheless, be entitled to object to the processing of any
personal data relating to his or her particular situation. It should be for the controller to
demonstrate that its compelling legitimate interest overrides the interests or the fundamental
rights and freedoms of the data subject.(…)

• R. (97):

Where the processing is carried out by a public authority, except for courts or

independent judicial authorities when acting in their judicial capacity,(…)

• R. (156):

The processing of personal data for archiving purposes in the public interest,
scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes should be subject to appropriate
safeguards for the rights and freedoms of the data subject pursuant to this Regulation.

ANSWERS?
Art. 6: 1. Processing shall be lawful only if and to the extent that at least one of the
following applies:

(a)the data subject has given consent to the processing of his or her personal data for
one or more specific purposes;
(b)processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is
party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a
contract;

(c)processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is
subject;
(d)processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of
another natural person;
(e)processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest
or in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller;
(f)processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the
controller or by a third party, except where such interests are overridden by the interests
or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which require protection of
personal data, in particular where the data subject is a child.
2. Member States may maintain or introduce more specific provisions to adapt the application of
the rules of this Regulation with regard to processing for compliance with points (c) and (e) of
paragraph 1 by determining more precisely specific requirements for the processing and other
measures to ensure lawful and fair processing including for other specific processing situations as
provided for in Chapter IX.

ANSWERS?
Art. 86:
Personal data in official documents held by a public authority or a public
body or a private body for the performance of a task carried out in the public
interest may be disclosed by the authority or body in accordance with Union
or Member State law to which the public authority or body is subject in order
to reconcile public access to official documents with the right to the
protection of personal data pursuant to this Regulation.

CONCLUSIONS
•

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 does not cover all land registries
specific issues.

•

The only reference to a registry is regarding medical or health
records.

•

MS land registry law to be adapted

•

25th of May 2018 is not so far!

Thank you!

Mihai Taus
Romanian Land Registry Association
Bucharest, 20.11.2017
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A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TWO
ITALIAN LAND REGISTRY SYSTEMS
Bucharest, 20/11/2017

Michele Cuccaro
Judge
Court of Rovereto - Italy

In Italy we have two different Land
Registry systems:
 a system of deeds

registration, patterned
on the French and
Belgian system, known
as “trascrizione”, in
force in mainland Italy

 a title registration

system, moulded on the
Austrian “Grundbuch”,
known as “tavolare” or
“Libro Fondiario”, which
is applied to limited
areas (former Austrian
provinces in the northeast annexed to Italy at
the end of WW1).

The most relevant principles at the basis of the
“tavolare” system are:
 principle of registration;
 principle of legality;
 principle of public faith.

PRINCICPLE OF REGISTRATION
In contrast with the provisions of
the Italian Civil Code real
property rights are not
acquired until they are
legally entered in the Land
Register: both the title and
the entry (“intavolazione”)
are required.
This means that registration of
acts inter vivos has
constitutive value.

PRINCIPLE OF LEGALITY
Entries in the Land Register
may only be made following
a decree of the land register
judge.
No point must be neglected in
the judge's examination,
including the legality of the
document, the capacity of
the parties, issues that affect
the validity of the deal, the
impact of the right in
question on property, and
any defects regarding the
description of the property.

PRINCIPLE OF PUBLIC FAITH
Thanks to the accurate ex
ante examination
formerly described, the
land register entries
enjoy public faith: any
person relying on them
in good faith enjoys
almost absolute
protection.

This principle is related to two legal
presumptions:
 if a right is registered for a person in the Land

Register - unless an objection against the
correctness is entered within the limited
period of 60 days or unless the incorrectness
is known by the person acquiring the right - it
is to be presumed that the right belongs to
him;
 if a registered right is cancelled in the Land
Register – unless an objection … - it is to be
presumed that the right does not exist.

As I said before, “tavolare” system is moulded
on the Austrian “Grundbuch”.
There is, however, a significant difference: in
1962 the Austrian legislator decided to
replace judges with Rechtspfleger, who are
court officials with a special training in
charge, inter alia, of maintaining the Land
Book.

In any case these officials work under the
supervision of a judge and, as a result, we
can say that both the Austrian “Grundbuch”
and the Italian “Libro Fondiario” are led by a
court in the non-contentious jurisdiction
(iurisdictio voluntaria) and not by an
administrative authority.

The Land Book is to
be distinguished
from the Cadastre,
which is a separate
administrative
authority
responsible for land
survey and mapping
focused primarily on
tax aspects.

Since the early ‘90s, Land Book
and Cadastre have shared in
provinces of Trento and Bolzano
a single database in order to enable
a continuous exchange of data.
Nevertheless the functions are different and
non-overlapping.

In other Italian regions Land Registry and
Cadastre maintain separate functions, but are
part of the same agency, called Revenue
Agency (“Agenzia delle Entrate”).
The Cadastre (Land Cadastre and Urban
Building Cadastre) is the inventory of real
estate assets and shows the technical
characteristics of the objects and - without
legal evidence - their holders

In 2012 started the “Anagrafe Immobiliare
Integrata”, a new integrated information
infrastructure which gathers data from Land
Registry and Cadastre.
Its goal is to certify – for fiscal purposes – the
situation of the integration between the
cadastral and land registries data bases

According to a study carried out in 2014 by A.
de Luca, in the “trascrizione” system the
measure of the integration level between the
two data bases has showed that the univocal
correspondence exists only for 44% of
buildings and 30% of land

As I mentioned before, the “trascrizione” system
only fulfils a declaratory function, publicizing
the transfer of rights that have been
performed pursuant to the consent of the
parties.

On the contrary, registration of acts inter vivos
in the “tavolare” system has constitutive value
In addition, a person who buys a plot from
somebody incorrectly listed as its lawful
owner in the Land Book legally acquires the
property, as long as he/she is fully unaware
of the inaccuracy of the Land Register.
Similarly, if a mortgage has been incorrectly
extinguished, it is not possible to assert to a
subsequent purchaser of the property in good
faith that the right in fact exists.

It is clear that public faith in the Land Register
results in a very high degree of reliability in
real-estate transactions.
This facilitates the circulation of immovable
goods and, consequently, their value.

However, a fair and reliable land register
system has to similarly protect the registered
owner.

As the distinguished Italian scholar
Nicola Coviello said in 1924:
“The principle of public faith is very
useful, if it is based on the principle
of legality, but if it were accepted
without this, would lead to pernicious
consequences. The interest of third
parties would be protected, and
sacrificed instead the interest of the
legitimate owners, the mentally
incompetent persons, etc, who
deserve equal protection”.

More recently, the European
Court of Human Rights in
the case of Vontas and
Others v. Greece has held
that “in the context of Article
1 of Protocol No 1, the
States are under a positive
obligation to provide judicial
procedures that offer the
necessary procedural
guarantees …

This means in particular that Article 1 of
Protocol No 1 implies that any interference
with the peaceful enjoyment of possessions
must be accompanied by procedural
guarantees.... In ascertaining whether this
condition has been satisfied, a
comprehensive view must be taken of the
applicable judicial and administrative
procedures” (5.2.2009, § 35).

It is implicit in what has been said that the
registration process requires, on the one
hand, impartiality and total independence
from all parties involved in the transaction
and, on the other hand, a high degree of
reliability and competence.

According to our legislator
the surest way to
simultaneously meet all
of these requirements is
to reserve the land
registry functions to the
public sector and place
them under the control
of a judge.

In my province we have 3 part-time judges and
65 registrars.
The latter need to have a degree in law and a
specific Registrar’s qualification.
They work under the direction of one particular
Land Register Judge and, as a result, they
are autonomous and independent from their
administrative superiors.

In my opinion the “tavolare” registration system
as part of the system of preventive justice is
extremely economically efficient and capable
to protect in a well balanced way both the
interest of the owners and the certainty of
circulation of the immovable goods.

2004/2015
543.144 new registrations

4 compensation claims

only 1 successful
(€ 84.698,43)

The preventive
controls involved in
our system do not
imply a slowing
down of the
procedure.

in 2014
out of
9.760 registrations
in Trento
the judges’ decrees
were issued
within
an average 7,54 days

Furthermore, the legal effect of the decree is
retroactively referred to the date of
presentation.

In addition, when property rights are
transferred, transactions no longer require a
costly legal analysis of previous transactions,
since the Land Book - being a title system
and not a deed system - indicates both the
right and its owner.

Italian Data Protection Code
The EU Directive 95/46/EC has been
implemented in Italy with the D.Lgs. 30 June
2003 n. 196, the s.c. Data Protection Code.
The Code brings together all the various laws,
codes and regulations relating to data
protection since 1996

The authority in charge of guaranteeing the
application of this law is the “Garante della
privacy”, created with the L. 31 December
1996 n. 675, in line with the Schengen
Treaty, enforced in May 1997, entitled “On
the protection of the individuals and other
subjects concerning personal data
protection”.

There are three key guiding principles behind
the code:
1. Simplification
2. Harmonization
3. Effectiveness

The code is divided into three
parts.
The first part sets out the general data
protection principles that apply to all
organizations.
Part two of the code provides additional
measures that will need to be undertaken by
organizations in certain areas (healthcare,
telecommunications, banking and finance, etc.).
This part has been developed in the last few
years through the introduction of sectoral codes
of practice.
Part three relates to sanctions and remedies.

NOTIFICATION
Under the Italian code, organizations are only
required to notify the “Garante” when
processing higher-risk categories of data.
These include, in particular, genetic and
biometric data, data processed for the purpose
of analyzing or profiling individuals, and creditrelated information
This approach is also aimed at making the
process more transparent and understandable
for individuals.

DATA MINIMIZATION
Section 3 of the code introduces the element of
data minimization into Italian data protection.
The code encourages organizations to make
use of non-personal data whenever possible.

DATA SUBJECTS'
RIGHTS/DECISION TAKING
The code aims to strengthen individuals' data
protection rights, allowing them to exercise
their rights and instigate proceedings more
easily.
In an effort to simplify the complaints process,
the “Garante” has published a complaints
form on its website.
The Garante can also order businesses to
abide by compliance requirements set out in
its decisions.

COMPLAINTS
Data subjects can settle disputes either through
the courts or by lodging a complaint with the
Garante in case they have been prevented
from exercising access/ erasure / rectification
/ updating rights

INSPECTIONS
The Garante's inspection powers are laid out in
Section 158 of the code.
When investigating organizations, the Garante
can request information and documents,
although these requests are not legally binding.
However, if there is no cooperation, and the
organizations refuses access to its systems, the
Garante can apply for a judicial order to carry
out an investigation.

When carrying out formal inspections, the
Garante can demand copies of manual
records and databases, which may be
passed onto the judicial authorities.
A report of the outcome is then published.

Treatment of personal data carried
out by LR
The treatment of personal data carried out by
the Land Registers (Agenzia del territorio and
Libro Fondiario) is governed by art. 18 and ss.
of the Code:
art. 18.2 “Public bodies shall only be permitted
to process personal data in order to discharge
their institutional tasks.

18.3. In processing the data, public bodies shall
abide by the prerequisites and limitations set
out in this Code, by having also regard to the
different features of the data, as well as in laws
and regulations”).
Art. 66.2 states that the activity of “keeping land
registries shall be considered to be in the
substantial public interest for the purposes of
Sections 20 and 21”.

 Section 20 (Principles Applying to the

Processing of SENSITIVE Data)
 Section 21 (Principles Applying to the

Processing of JUDICIAL Data)
 Section 22 (Principles Applying to the

Processing of Sensitive Data as well as to
Judicial Data)

Regulation 1/2007 Servizio Libro
Fondiario
In 2007 the Head of the “Servizio del Libro
Fondiario” issued a regulation (n. 1/2007).
The regulation aknowledges the existence of
sensitive and judicial data in the LR and
confirms that they are accessible to everyone
as they are present in the collection of
documents (both in paper and in microfilm);
then it gives the following directives

1. As for the documentation already
microfilmed, such warning about data protection
rules has to be affixed in any office: "Advice to
the customer - Legislative Decree no. 196/2003:
In the collection of documents, up to 2006
including, you may find sensitive or judicial data
under the provision of DPA. In this case the
user is oblige to comply with the purposes of
the DPA”;

2. the registrar has to check the existence of
sensitive or judicial data. If so, the documents
have to be processed by using encryption
techniques, while the original document has to
be kept separately.
Only “obscurated” copies of these documents
can be released.

Italian DPA 19/3/2011
Guidelines for Processing of Personal Data as
contained in records and documents by
Public Administrative Bodies in connection
with Web-Based communication and
dissemination / Italian Data Protection
Authority (Published in Italy's Official Journal
no. 64 dated 19 March 2011)

The principles and guidance set forth in the
Guidelines are aimed at laying down an initial
set of safeguards public bodies are required
to implement whenever they communicate or
disseminate personal data on the respective
official websites in compliance with the
legislation in force;

such communication and dissemination may be
performed for purposes related to
transparency and publicity of administrative
activities as well as to enable consultation of
and access to individual records upon
request.

Whilst public bodies may use personal
information to discharge their institutional
tasks even if no laws and/or regulations
provide expressly for the processing of such
personal information – and they do not have
to request the data subjects' consent in these
cases – any public administrative body that
posts, on the respective official website,
(excerpts of) documents or records
containing personal data must check ….

beforehand that the
communication/dissemination in question is
provided for in laws and/or regulations

Furthermore, public administrative bodies may
post, on their websites, information containing
personal data also taken from administrative
records and documents if this dissemination
is adequately justified, absolutely necessary
to pursue the remit of the individual public
administrative body as set forth in specific
laws and regulations, and related to
information that is helpful to enable the
recipients to know the activities and/or ….

operation of the public administrative body in
question or else to foster access to the
services provided by the said public
administrative body

Any data subject has the right to lodge specific
requests with public administrative bodies in
order to have certain personal data relating to
them published on the relevant official websites.

Each administrative body has discretion in
considering these requests for publication,
which may only be granted if the careful
assessment to be performed in each case
shows that the publishing in question is
compatible with the discharge of the
institutional tasks committed to the individual
public body as well as that the data to be
posted are relevant and not excessive vis-àvis the specific purposes

PUBLICITY
It should be verified whether the personal data
contained in records and documents posted on
the institutional website may be disclosed to the
public as a whole or else to those users that
applied for a specific service, or maybe to the
parties involved in an administrative proceeding
(in which case selective access mechanisms
will have to be implemented).

Where administrative records and documents
are to be posted online to fulfill publicity
obligations, it is disproportionate to enable
such records and documents to be retrieved
via external search engines;
conversely, it is reasonable to post the
information in a section of the institutional
website and limit its indexation along with its
dissemination period by way of the
arrangements specified above.

30/10/2008 - ITALIAN DPA
BUSINESS INFORMATION: ONLY RELEVANT
DATA MAY BE PROCESSED
Processing of personal data by Cerved in
connection with so-called business information

Cerved manages own databases that have
been generated by extracting information
from other filing systems (whether set up by
public or private entities) to provide its
customers – mostly business professionals
and practitioners such banks, finance
companies, information companies and
agencies – with information-related services
focused on the so-called business
information.

The data used by the company to develop the
services they market are taken, directly or
indirectly, from public registers including, for
instance, Chambers of Commerce, cadastral
registers, the register of protested bills of
exchange, data taken from lists of
professionals, etc.; the data also include
information from publicly accessible sources
such as "corporate URLs", lists of ISO-certified
companies, and specialised media information.

Additionally, Cerved collects information from
CONSOB [Italy's Securities and Exchange
Commission] as for "substantial interests in
listed companies".

Conversely, some data relating to "prejudicial
information" contained in Land Registries,
which is taken from private entities, are
currently stored in a "separate database; they
are neither disclosed to Cerved customers
nor linked to the information provided to such
customers and are only used to monitor data
quality – with particular regard to checking
identification data and tax IDs."

Cerved has also acquired personal information
contained in electoral rolls and/or the
consolidated database (CDB) referred to in
decisions 36/02/Cons and 180/02/Cons by
the Authority for Communications Safeguards
[containing contact information on all
telephone subscribers];

such information is allegedly used "to carry out
checks in respect of other data contained in
Cerved's databases, in particular if no Tax ID
is available, so as to identify a given entity as
precisely as possible" as well as more
generally to "improve/refine the information
contained in […] databases".

The services developed by means of the
personal data collected as above are marketed
via customized information dossiers concerning
both natural and legal persons; the dossiers
differ by data categories and information details.
The company has coined several definitions for
its information products – such as "dossier
impresa" (corporate dossier); "dossier persona"
(personal dossier); "report"; "quick report";
"quick report plus"; and "overview".

The inspections performed by the DPA have
shown that Cerved – when providing
information-oriented services about a given
entity – aggregates information items that may
relate to other natural or legal persons.

Aggregating such information is lawful to the
extent the information in question is a
personal data "related" to the entities that are
the subject of the given information-oriented
product.

In certain cases, the services offered by the
company are not limited to providing and/or
aggregating information items that are already
publicly available; as said, they consist in
providing summary judgments – grouped into
three sets: "low/nil"; "medium"; and "high" – in
respect of certain natural persons (who are
specified by Cerved and termed "leading office
holders") and businesses.

The indexes in question – contrary to the
company's statements – do not consist merely
in a summary of personal data related to the
target entities as taken from public registries; in
fact, they are self-standing evaluations
developed directly by the company with the help
of computerized procedures, which allocate
different weights to the individual items of
information (protested bills of exchange, registry
data) based on own standards that are not
publicly available.

This being the case, the indexes in question are
separate personal data and have nothing to do
with the "initial" information taken from public
sources.
Processing of these data – unlike what is the
case with publicly available information –
requires the data subjects' consent under
section 23 of the DP Code; alternatively, any of
the other preconditions should be fulfilled as set
forth in section 24 of the DP Code.

Therefore, the processing in question may only
be performed with the data subjects' (i.e. the
target entities') consent – subject to the
company's liability for breaches of the target
entities' rights under section 15 of the DP
Code; alternatively, if no consent is available,
the processing is permitted if it concerns data
related to the performance of business
activities (see sections 23 and 24(1)d. of the
DP Code).

THEREFORE, THE ITALIAN
DPA:
1. Orders Cereved Business Information S.p.A.,
under section 154(1)c. of the DP Code, to take
any and all measures that are necessary as
well as appropriate to safeguard data subjects
in order to:

a. prevent information that cannot be related
directly to the given data subject, as it has to do
with events concerning other entities, from
being linked up with the said data subject. This
is without prejudice to the case where liability
for the given event can be traced back to the
target entity based on substantiated evidence,
or where liability for the given event is vested
directly in the said target entity under the law
(point 4.4);

b. draw a distinction between the cases where,
based on the available elements, no prejudicial
items are found to relate to the target entity (in
which case a "nil" rate is applicable) and the
cases where the business reliability rate is set
on "low" (point 5.4);
2. Prohibits Cerved Business Information
S.p.A., under section 154(1)d. of the DP Code,

a. From using information that is irrelevant and
anyhow not directly related to the target entities
in developing the aforementioned summary
indexes, since the said information relates to
events that have to do with other entities and is
such as to infringe the target entities' right to
personal identity

b. From providing their customers with data
related to the number of queries performed in
respect of the dossier on a given target entity;
c. From processing the data taken from
electoral rolls in order to perform consistency
checks when providing their services;

d. From processing the personal data related to
taxpayers' returns as submitted for 2005 and
stored following their publication by Italy's
Revenue Office; additionally, Cerved is ordered
hereby to erase the said data without delay;

3. Requires Cerved Business Information S.p.A.
to provide detailed information to the Italian
DPA by .. on the measures taken to bring
their processing operations into line with the
provisions set forth herein by also making
available any and all data that may be helpful
in this regard.

Italian DPA 12/10/2017 Notarial
acts and excerpts, no civil access
Last October the Garante confirmed the
decision of a Sicilian notary council not to
accept a request for public access to the copy
of notarial acts, cadastral records and
mortgages regarding real estate transfers for
non-judicial purposes. The Authority considered
that the Notary Council - which had in any event
allowed access to other documents with
appropriate obscurations of data - correctly
rejected the application concerning notarial acts
and excerpts

In the decision the Garante
specifically outlined two aspects
The application for public access to notarial acts
and excerpts, submitted to offices like notarial
archive, land register, revenue office falls under
one of the exclusion hypotheses provided by
Legislative decree n. 33/2013, because the
possibility to know such kind of documents is
governed by specific sectoral rules, which
regulate the forms and methods of acquisition,
not to be derogated from the access provisions.

The Garante also stated that notification only
serves to allow an opposition by the person
involved, when it is considered that access to
the contract may result in a material
prejudice. Prejudice that might affect the
person concerned or close people due to the
possibility to know any of the required data or
documents (eg the financial situation that can
be found in notarial acts).

Actually, the data and documents received as a
result of an application for civil access are by
definition public and anyone is entitled to know
them, to use it free of charge and to use them,
in compliance with the limits of privacy law.

Sustainability on Landbook –
The Austrian Example

Manfred Buric
Senior Advisor at Federal Ministry of Justice, Austria

INTRODUCTION
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Introduction
• „Realfolio“ system

• Title/Table system
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Introduction
• Land register consists of
 land register entries
 collection of documents

• Principles:





on application
intabulation
rule of speciality
order of priority

 publicity
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HISTORY
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History
•

1980-1992: paper  IT

•

From 1992:
IT-supported land register system (end of first digitization)

• 2006:

Electronic Filing ("ERV 2006").
Digital documents archive/justice

21.03.2017

ARCHITECURE

21.03.2017

Traditional IT-architecture
justice

cadastre

workstation

units
ownership
encumbrances

joint
database
=
land reg.
+
cadaster
BRZ

Clearing House
BEV – Federal Cadastre Agency

21.03.2017

parcels
type of use
...

New IT-architecture – seperated servers
justice
workstation

land reg.
keeping
land reg.
excerpts
BRZ

Clearing House

21.03.2017

FCA

synchronisation

stand. interface

GDB – New

cadaster
keeping

eGA
(excerpts)
BEV

FCA – Portal

EXCERPTS
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Excerpts
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WORK FLOW
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Work flow
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DATA PROTECTION

21.03.2017

Data Protection
• Public access to excerpts only via Clearing Houses.
 Private access (including web access)
Authentication of Customers by clearing house agency
 No search on the name of owners!

 Optional:

 Courts, Surveillance Offices

• Notaries, Lawyers
 Authentication and Authorisation via Chamber of
Notaries and Bar Association

• Banks, Insurance Companies …
 Authentication and Authorisation via Chamber of Commerce

21.03.2017

Data Protection

• Case filing:
• Public:
 Possible via Webservice – Digital Signature
(Restricted Contents!)

• Notaries, Lawyers, Banks, Insurance
Companies …
 „Electronic Filing System“
 Applicant – Housing Agency – Federal Computing
Agency – Court  Two way communication

• Save transmission by Certificates.
21.03.2017

Data Protection

• Data Storage:
 At the Federal Computing Agency
 Full „State of Art“ Data Protection and
Safety!
 Application Dates + Documents

21.03.2017

PERSONAL DATES

21.03.2017

Personal Dates

• Landbook and Commercial Register
are Public!
 Personal Data of Applicants that do not
appear at the public Registers are
technically protected and savely stored.
 Access only with legal interest and on the
decision of the Court!

 Currently: Check of EU Regulations
21.03.2017

CORRUPTION, FRAUD
AND MONEY LAUNDERING
21.03.2017

Corruption, Fraud and money laundering
• Ministry of Interior
• Public Prosecutors
• Notaries, Lawyers, Banks, …

21.03.2017

Thank you for your attention!
Questions?

21.03.2017

eRegisters data protection
under eGovernment initiative
in Republic of Serbia
Dr Ljiljana Zivkovic, spatial planner
Leader of Group for Territorial Development Information
System in the Republic of Serbia
Ministry of Construction, Transportation and Infrastructure
CapaCity WS “Open Data from the Perspective of Data
Protection”, 21-22 November, 2017, Bucharest, Romania
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Introduction
• eGovernment assumes utilization
of ICTs
▫ for communication,
collaboration and interaction
between government and
citizens and business, using
electronic media (Internet,
mobile phones, smart cards,
etc.)
▫ to improve and/or enhance on
the efficiency and effectiveness
of service delivery in the public
sector
▫ etc.

eGovernment for Information Society
development in Serbia (baseline 2014)
Opportunities

Challenges

• > 5.5 million of Internet users in
Serbia
• 55.8% households have access to
Internet at home
• 59.78% mobile users have access
to broadband Internet
• Lower number of eBanking,
eShopping, eCommerce and
other eTransaction over Internet

•
•
•
•
•

Lack of equipment
Unreliable Internet connections
Lack of ICT knowledge and skills
Low interests
Lack of user trust in
eTransactions
• Underdeveloped eServices

2009-2014 to 2015-2018

eGovernment-relevant registers and legal
framework status after Strategy 2009-2014
National -public- registers

Legal framework

• Need for –prevailingly- electronic
data to be classified, right data
owners to be identified and clear
responsibilities in data processing
to be established
• Procedures for data reuse to be
created
• Main public eRegisters
establishment in beggining or
development phase (citizens,
adress registry, real estates, etc.)

• Need for existing eGovernmentoriented regulations to be adjusted
to national and international legal
standards
• Lack of regulations for eLegal
framework to be completed
• Requirement for eGovernmentadjusted standards, operations,
procedurs and methodology to be
adopted
▫ System implementation,
functioning and maintenance;
security; eArchiving;
eAuthorization for civil servants;
etc.

Public Administration Reform Strategy in Serbia
eGovernment Development
Strategy in Serbia
Information Society development in various
domains of Serbian government, including data
and electronic transactions protection,
availability and accessibility
Open Data development and (re)usage of data
owned or produced by Serbian government,
directly or indirectly

National
eGovernment
portal
Electronic services for
citizens, private sector
and other groups in
accordance with
personal data protection
regulation

Strategy for eGovernment development in Serbia (2015-2018)
Areas of strategic importance for efficient eGovernment and its user satisfaction:
ICTs support, trained civil servants, financial support, created Information society (users training), legal
framework completed, Strategy integration, eServices management, stakeholder involvement

GENERAL GOALS
A - Increase satisfaction of
public services’ users

SPECIFIC GOALS
1 - Create institutional and legal framework for
coordinated development og eGovernment

eGOVERNMENT
DEVELOPMENT
INDICATORS

2 - Secure interoperability between nationa,
regional and loval government ISs

a - 40% citizens use
3 - Establish and connect main electronic registers regularly eGovernment
with other government IS on national, regional or services
C - Increase efficiency of public local level
b - 85% businesses use
administration by ICT
regularly eGovernment
4 - Build new electronic services on national
utilization
services
eGovernment portal and other portals

B - Decrease of administration
load for citizens and business

D - Support national and cross- 5 - Provide ICT-related knowledge and skills to
border interoperability
public administration employees
6 - Establish Open Government and Open Data
portal

c - Electronic services
available nationally and
internationally

Action plans for eGovernment strategy
implementation – public registers
2015-2016
• Establishment of new and improvement of
existing national eRegisters
▫ Citizens register (phase I)
▫ Planning documents register
▫ Foreign citizens register
▫ Education and reserach staff register
▫ Civil servants and other staff register
▫ Address register
▫ Business registers, etc.
• Including
▫ Establishment of new eServices
▫ Connection between eRegisters and ISs
▫ Improvement of functionalities and
content of Government Service Bus, and
better utilization of State Cloud, etc.

2017-2018
• Establishment of main eRegisters (besides
existing registers on real estate and
business), including standard methodology
and management
▫ Metaregister with code list
▫ Address register
▫ Citizens register (phase II)
• Establishment of IS for eGeneral
aministrative procedure
• Including
▫ Establishment of new eServices and
applications software
▫ Connection between eRegisters and ISs
▫ Improvement of functionalities and
content of Government Service Bus, and
better utilization of State Cloud, PKI, etc.

Action plans for eGovernment strategy
implementation – legal framework
2015-2016
• Legal framework completion in
Ministries’ responsibility domains
• Law and bylaws
▫ eGeneral administrative procedure
▫ Information security
• Draft law and bylaws
▫ eGovernment
▫ eBuilding permit
▫ eDocument, eAuthorization and
eServices
▫ NSDI
• WG for eGovernment (with subgroups,
where one of them for cooperation
with municipalities and local
authorities), etc.

2017-2018
• Adjuste other regulations with
eGovernment standards
• Prepare and/or adopt law and bylaws
▫ Metaregister with code lists
▫ eDocument, eAuthorization and
eServices (EU eIDAS regulation)
▫ eGovernment
▫ eOffice management (paperless)
▫ eProcedure (including ePayment and
eSignature on eGovernment portal)
▫ eArchiving
▫ Open Data
▫ State Cloud regulation
 Including improvement of existing
regulation and preparation of new rules
for personal data protection in State
Cloud and Cloud data security in general

eGovernment portal in Serbia (2010-today)
http://www.euprava.gov.rs/

RGA on eGovernment portal

Personal data protection on eGovernment portal

Law on eGovernment (draft)
• Based on the Best practices, experience and lessons learnt
during usage of national eGovernment portal (2010-today),
and includes issues of personal and data protection in general
within eRegisters, and protection during data management
(processing, sharing, storing, archiving, etc.)
I.
II.

General –framework- issues and principles
eGovernment infrastructure
 Government Service Bus, data protection and management, eStamp,
eGovernment portal, Metaregister, Web sites

III.

eAdministrative procedure
 eGeneral administrative procedure (eAuthorization,
eAuthentification, eDocument/eDossier)

IV. Implementation supervision

Data protection in eRegisters in Serbia
Information Society
Strategy

Personal
Data
Protection
Strategy

Data protection
in eRegisters

eGovernment Strategy

Information
Security
Strategy

eRegisters data protection
• Legal framework resulted from eGovernment initiative Law on information security (adopted: January, 2016)
I.

Prescribes general security principles, measures and
procedures for information in Serbia
 Information security measures
 Directed to prevention and risks mitigation
 Organizational, human, physical, legal and technical-technological
measures for information security risks management

II.

Defines ICT systems of special –national- importance
 ICT systems used in public sector, for utilities, and for
processing personal data

 Obligation and rules for maintenance, warning and reporting
on information security and risks for these ICT systems
 Obligation for adopting internal act on information security
 RGA has adopted internal act with information security measures
(organisational, technical-technological, physical and HR) for its
ICT systems and business processes and procedures

III. Establishes national and other-level centres, so-called
CERT, for ICTs systems security risks monitoring,
identification, prevention and mitigation measures
implementation, both nationally and internationally
IV. Defines cryptosecurity and protection from
compromising electromagnetic radiation
V. Establishes information security inspection

Personal data protection (1)
• Legal framework resulted from eGovernment
initiative
▫ Law on information security
 RGA internal act for information security recognises and
prescribes measures for personal data protection

▫ Law on eGeneral administrative procedure
▫ Law on eGovernment (draft)
▫ Law on Open Data (in preparation), etc.

Personal data protection poverenik.rs (2)
• Commissioner for information of public importance and personal data
protection participates in eGovernment initative activities related to legal
framework adjustment and OD establishment
▫ Legal framework for personal data protection in Serbia used by Commissioner
 Constitution of the Republic of Serbia
 International documents
 Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation)
 GDPR (EU) 2016/679 Directive, etc.

 Laws (national)
 Law on personal data protection
 Law on free access to information of public importance, etc.

 Bylaws
 Personal data protection strategy

▫ Central Data File Register (2010 - today)
 According to the Law on Personal Data Protection, CDFR is a unique record of
data files established by all controllers’ processing personal data in the Republic
of Serbia

Directive (EU) 2016/679 and (EU) 2016/680
in Serbia - status
• Challenges, opportunities

▫ New Directive aims at unification -not just harmonization- of
rights on privacy
▫ Demands changes and new institutes to be created and
implemented within existing legal framework
▫ Important for ‘EU integrations’ (Chapter 23) as well as investing
potential of Serbia
▫ Demands revision of existing business models, restructuring of
internal legal framework as well as building capacities of many
companies doing business in Serbia

• Commissioner for information of public importance and
personal data protection

▫ Model of law on personal data protection adjusted to GDPR
recommendations

rgz.gov.rs/usluge/ekatastar/

• eCadastre services
▫ REC register data
access

 Public users
 Registered users

▫ Appeals access
(second instance)
▫ Electronic
submission of
requests

Conclusions
• eGovernment initiative in Serbia
is still in development phase
▫ Main data eRegisters, eServices
and ISs still in establishment
phase
▫ Also, legal framework for
personal and other data
protection in eRegisters needs
to be adjusted to eGovernment
paradigm

• Emerging initiatives towards
GDPR implementation in Serbia
in future

ljiljana.zivkovic@mgsi.gov.rs

Open Data initiative
in Republic of Serbia
Dr Ljiljana Zivkovic, spatial planner
Leader of Group for Territorial Development Information
System in the Republic of Serbia
Ministry of Construction, Transportation and Infrastructure
CapaCity WS “Open Data from the Perspective of Data
Protection”, 21-22 November, 2017, Bucharest, Romania
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Introduction
•
•
•
•
•

eGovernment initiative (2009-today)
Open Government Partnership (2013-today)
Growing needs for data for various purposes
Sectoral ISs and eRegisters in building phase
Untapped socio-economic potential of by
government produced data
• EU integrations
• Digitalisation is a goal of Serbian Government, etc.

Public Administration Reform Strategy in the Republic
of Serbia
eGovernment Development
Strategy
Information Society development in various
domains of Serbian government, including data
and electronic transactions protection,
availability and accessibility
Open Data development and (re)usage of data
owned or produced by Serbian government,
directly or indirectly

Open Data
Portal
Platform with
information on open
datasets published by
government
institutions, as well as
place of government
interaction with datausers’ communities

Strategy for eGovernment development in Serbia (2015-2018)
Areas of strategic importance for efficient eGovernment and its user satisfaction:
ICTs support, trained civil servants, financial support, created Information society (users training), legal
framework completed, eGovernment strategy integration, eServices management, stakeholder involvement

GENERAL GOALS
A - Increase satisfaction of
public services’ users
B - Decrease of administration
load for citizens and business

SPECIFIC GOALS
1 - Create institutional and legal framework for
coordinated development og eGovernment
2 - Secure interoperability between nationa,
regional and loval government ISs

3 - Establish and connect main electronic registers
with other government IS on national, regional or
C - Increase efficiency of public local level

administration by ICT
utilization

4 - Build new electronic services on national
eGovernment portal and other portals

D - Support national and cross- 5 - Provide ICT-related knowledge and skills to
border interoperability
public administration employees
6 - Establish Open Government and Open Data
portal

eGOVERNMENT
DEVELOPMENT
INDICATORS
a - 40% citizens use
regularly eGovernment
services
b - 85% businesses use
regularly eGovernment
services
c - Electronic services
available nationally and
internationally

Action plans for eGovernment strategy
implementation – Open Data initiative
2015-2016

2017-2018

• Raising awareness and promotion
of OD concept through media
and WSs
• WG for OD readiness assessment
and recommendations
• Change and additions to existing
legal framework according to
recommendations
• Tender for application software
for OD portal
• Pilot-project approach

• Joining up to the Open Data
Charter
• Prepare and adopt regulation for
OD in accordance to EU Directive
on the reuse of public sector
information (PSI Directive
2003/98/EC)
• Further improvement of OD
portal
▫ Data functionalities, scope,
diversities, quality, etc.
• OD promotion

Action plan for Open Government
Partnership initative implementation
COMMITMENTS

2016-2017 Open Data

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

• Commitment 8: Development of
an Open Data Portal
• Commitment 9: Draft a bylaw
(secondary to Law on
eGovernment) based on the
Guidelines for government
Websites Evaluation

Civic participation
Access to information
Open Data
Government integrity
Fiscal transparency
Public services

UNDP and Office for IT and eGovernment project “Open Data – Open
Opportunities”

Open Data Readiness Assessment (2015)
• Serbia was in a good position to move forward with an
OD programme

▫ Integration of OD within the eGovernment strategy is an
excellent base and starting point for an OD programme
▫ Legal and policy framework is established enough as to
underpin the OD programme
▫ There is articulated societal demand for OD from both civil
society and the business community
▫ Existing online publication, including budget and
procurement data, can easily be published within OD
programme
▫ A number of government data holders have already
volunteered to be involved in pilot projects, etc.

OD portal data.gov.rs (2017)
• OD portal on probation period since the end of 2016
• Part of the EU Open Data Portal
• Development approach is “demand-led-data-open” (instead
of “data-open-by-default”)
• OD portal inventory
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

9 participants/government data holders
6 dataset themes
44 datasets
3 use cases
8 data formats
1 questionnaire
115 users
4 discussions

OD portal – Participants (9)
No

Participant

Dataset
number

1

Ministry of interior affairs

1

2

Ministry of education, science and technological development

7

3

Serbian environmental protection agency

5

4

Commissioner for information of public importance and personal data
protection

13

5

Data Science Serbia

-

6

Medicine and medical devices agency of Serbia

9

7

Public procurement office

2

8

Republic geodetic authority

2

9

Ministry of mining and energy

5

OD portal – Dataset resources
Dataset themes
(6)

Datasets
(44)

Use cases
(3)

Public security (1)

Data on traffic accidents within the City of Belgrade area
of responsibility

Analysis of traffic accidents with R
(programming language)

Education (5)

R&D organizations
Primary schools
Work places in schools
…

-

Energy (2)

Energy License Register
Registry of privileged electricity producers

-

Government (10)

Central Data File Register
Advertisements data published on eProcurement portal
…

Analysis of complaints registered in
domain of free access to public
information with R

Health (9)

Approved clinical researches
Import licences for non-registered medicine
Register of medicines for veterinary medicine
…

Medicines database

Environment (8)

Soil quality
National register of pollution sources
Pollen
…

-

Example 1: Use case – visualisation

Example 2: Use case - visualisation

Analysis of
complaints
registered in
domain of free
access to public
information
with R

Analysis of
traffic accidents
with R

Example 3: Dataset - xlsx

Register of
medicines for
veterinary
medicine

OD portal - Technical issues
• Dataset functions
▫
▫
▫
▫

• Dataset roles

Follow
Share
Integrate
Questions

▫ Members
 Admin

• Dataset metadata

• Dataset formats

▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

Licence
Update frequency
Date of creation
Date of change
Date of update
Coverage

 Editor

▫ Followers

▫ csv, xls, xlsx, json, zip, xml, xlsm,
ods

• API documentation for OD
datasets/resources management

National OD initiative to Serbian
municipalities and cities
Opportunities

Challenges

• Creates demands and interest for
new OD datasets
• Opens possibilities for
establishment of different national,
regional and local ISs, DSSs and
other applications
• Supports launching of new
economic activities and services
• Increases efficiency and decrease
operational costs
• Greater transparency,
accountability and user
involvement – trust in government
institutions on all levels, etc.

• Lack of staff with relevant IT
knowledge and skills on local level
• Old(er) ICT equipment
• Lack of funds to support OD
programmes
• Abscense of new datasets on
national OD portal, especially from
main eRegisters

National OD initiative advantages for planning
development in Serbian municipalities and cities
1. Opening of main national datasets would stimulate creation
and/or opening of local-level datasets
2. Important for open datasets to get spatial reference (GIS)
▫ Maps create better understanding of development problems on
side of planners, developers and community, and trigger critical
social involvement and innovation

3. Geo-referenced open datasets would support better
decision-making and planning towards balanced and
sustainable development
▫ Launching of different development paradigms and
implementation of Best practices (Smart City, Resilient City, etc.)

4. Planning right measures and conditions for strengthening
economic activities, investments, innovation and creativity

Greater Manchester Open Data Infrastructure
Map (GMODIN) (mappinggm.org.uk/gmodin/)

London Infrastructure Map
maps.london.gov.uk/ima/

Conclusion
• OD initiative in Serbia is in development phase
• OD portal is in initiation phase
• Ranking of OD initiative in Serbia
▫ Global Open Data Index – 41
▫ Open Data Barometer – 65

• With “digitalisation” as the main strategic goal of the
current Serbian PM and government, e-initiatives
development in general in Serbia are expected to
accelerate

ljiljana.zivkovic@mgsi.gov.rs

#salzburgmachtauf
Open Spending Austria and the
Visualization of Grants and
Subsidies
Bukarest, November 2017
© Thema / VerfasserIn
9 Mai 2017

Salzburg
§
§
§
§

Heart of Austria
152.367 (1. Jän. 2017)
inhabitants
Mayor Harald
Preuner (Election 26.11.
2017)
UNESCO World Heritage Site

Jochen Hoefferer
Nov. 2017

Salzburg II
§
§
§

Five Universities and higher
education institutions
Wolfgang A. Mozart, Stefan
Zweig & Maria van Trapp…
Tourists: 1.629.269 arrivals
and 2.828.871 overnight
stays

Jochen Hoefferer
Nov. 2017

Salzburg opens
§
§
§
§
§

Budget & Transperency as strategic theme
Project started in 2012
government program (2014 – 2019)
Strategic paper & guidelines (2017)
Principles: eParticipation, Open Government & OGD

Jochen Hoefferer
Nov. 2017

Jochen Hoefferer
Nov. 2017

Jochen Hoefferer
Nov. 2017

Jochen Hoefferer
Nov. 2017

"Our mission is to go forward,
and it's just begun. There's
still much to do. There's still
so much to learn.“

Cpt. Jean Luc Picard

Jochen Hoefferer
Nov. 2017

Any questions?
more Information:
Jochen Höfferer MA
t. +43 662 8072 2357
http://about.me/jochen_hoefferer

Republic of Macedonia
Ministry of Information Society and Administration

Open Data Initiative
• Macedonian
ljaghflkhaslkfh
Republic of Macedonia
Ministry of Information Society and Administration

2018
2016
Macedonian
metadata standards

2014
opendata.gov.mk
Law on Public Sector Data Use

2012
Open Government Partnership
pilot introduced

data.gov.mk

bases
• Legal
ljaghflkhaslkfh

Republic of Macedonia
Ministry of Information Society and Administration

In the Republic of Macedonia open government data is regulated
by the Law on Public Sector Data Use (dated February 2014),
which clearly defines that:
This law lays down the obligation of the public sector
authorities and institutions to publicize the data they create
in fulfilling its responsibilities in accordance with the law in
order to enable the use of such data by legal or physical
entities for creation of new information, content, applications
or services.
http://www.otvorenipodatoci.gov.mk/Templates/Pages/BoxPage.aspx?page=51

Open Data Portal
• Macedonian
ljaghflkhaslkfh

Republic of Macedonia
Ministry of Information Society and Administration

www.otvorenipodatoci.gov.mk
www.opendata.gov.mk

Open Data Portal
• Macedonian
ljaghflkhaslkfh

Republic of Macedonia
Ministry of Information Society and Administration

 Centralized solution

 Obtaining data from the institutions:
o Web service
o Database access
o Excel file

 Data mashing
 Statistics and administration
 24 institutions
 154 dataset available
(82 structured datasets, 72 documents and links)

metadata standards
• Macedonian
ljaghflkhaslkfh
Republic of Macedonia
Ministry of Information Society and Administration

 The Macedonian standard for metadata for open government
data is based on DCAT-AP (DCAT Application profile for data
portals in Europe)

 KDZ Austria mentorship
 5 main classes:
o
o
o
o
o

Catalogue
Dataset
Distribution
Agent
Vocabularies

data applications
• Open
ljaghflkhaslkfh

Republic of Macedonia
Ministry of Information Society and Administration

Мој воздух ( My air)

open data & data protection
• Macedonian
ljaghflkhaslkfh
Republic of Macedonia
Ministry of Information Society and Administration

 Decision whether to open data set or not

 What about the datasets that contain personal data?
 What if I produce a data with the data taken from other
institutions, should I open it?
 Who to consult?
 Close cooperation with Directorate for Personal Data
Protection

• Challenges
ljaghflkhaslkfh

Republic of Macedonia
Ministry of Information Society and Administration

 Government institutions
o not data-oriented
o proactivity

 IT-readiness of the government institutions
o lack of IT systems
o lack of IT professionals

 Business sector, universities and citizens
o benefits
o add value to Open data
o economic value

 Budget for Open data

next
• What’s
ljaghflkhaslkfh

Republic of Macedonia
Ministry of Information Society and Administration

 Macedonian Open Data Strategy
 otvorenipodatoci.gov.mk -> data.gov.mk
o
o
o
o
o

develop new technical solution based on CKAN
introduce licensing model (CC-BY)
migrate the existing datasets to data.gov.mk
introduce new datasets
work on open data catalogization in the ministries

 Datasets ready to be harvested by other open data portals

 Promote the meta data standards to the neighbor countries
 Promotional campaigns & continuous work to raise awareness
for open data (public sector, private sector, universities,
citizens)

Republic of Macedonia
Ministry of Information Society and Administration

www.kdz.or.at

Data Governance

Bukarest, November 20th, 2017

Data Governance

www.kdz.or.at
15. Dezember 2017 · Seite 2

Open Data Worst Case

www.kdz.or.at
15. Dezember 2017 · Seite 3

Protecting Data


General Data Protection Regulation



Where do we have data about private persons?



Who has access?



How do we secure data?

www.kdz.or.at
15. Dezember 2017 · Seite 4

Opening Data



What data do we have not related to private
persons?



Can we publish it?

www.kdz.or.at
15. Dezember 2017 · Seite 5

Using Data


Big Data



Smart City / Smart Government



Social Media



Data Science



What data is relevant?



Do we have the knowlege to process/analyze it?

www.kdz.or.at
15. Dezember 2017 · Seite 6

Open Government
Implementation Model

www.kdz.or.at

15. Dezember 2017 · Seite 7
http://www.kdz.eu/en/open-government-implementation-model

1 – Data Transparency (OGD)

www.kdz.or.at
4. Oktober 2012 · Seite 8

1.3 Internal data monitoring

 Questions
 What (more) data do we have?
 What data can be published?
 On what criteria do we base our decision?

 Metrics
 starting point:
services catalogue

 8 criteria incl. description and
& metrics
 assessment in scores
0 – 5 (0 = K.O.)
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Use Case: OGD-Screening in
Austrian Ministries, 2017
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Data Cockpit
Teil 1: Basisdaten
OGD-Screening im Bund, 2017



Datensatz-Bezeichnung
Förderbeträge für Parteiakademien 2005 – 2016
Förderbeträge für Parteien 2005 – 2016
Denkmalliste
Denkmalliste

OGD-Kategorie
Verwaltung und Politik
Verwaltung und Politik
Kunst und Kultur
Kunst und Kultur

Jobbörse der Republik Österreich

Verwaltung und Politik

Teil 2: Bewertung
Bewertung
Geheimhaltung/
rechtliche
Hindernisse

Personenbezug

NutzungsInhaltliche
Technische
Bewertungs- Bewer
Recht
Nutzen Aufwand Datenqualität Verfügbarkeit Synergie Summe
tung
4
4
5
5
2
4
4
5
5
2
5
5
5
5
5
5
40
5
5
5
5
5
5
40

5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5

5

5

5

4

4

5

3

4

35

Behördenverzeichnis HELP.gv.at bzw. USP.gv.atVerwaltung und Politik
Kataloge der Administrativen Bibliothek
Verwaltung und Politik
RIS Daten
Verwaltung und Politik
RIS Daten
Verwaltung und Politik
Innovative Film Katalog
Kunst und Kultur
Lexikon USP.gv.at
Verwaltung und Politik
Begriffslexikon HELP.gv.at
Verwaltung und Politik
Lebenslagen-Verzeichnis
Verwaltung und Politik
Informationen Gleichbehandlungs:App
Gesellschaft und Soziales
PreisträgerInnen Österreichischer
Verwaltungspreis
Verwaltung und Politik
Digital Scoreboard
Verwaltung und Politik
Innovative Film Katalog
Kunst und Kultur
Internationale Kulturabkommen
Kunst und Kultur
Internationale Kulturabkommen
Kunst und Kultur
Bioethikkommission - Gemeldete Interessenskonflikte
Gesellschaft und Soziales
Zugelassene Zustelldienste
Verwaltung und Politik
Bildungsprogramm Verwaltungsakademie des
Bundes
Verwaltung und Politik
Ministerratsmaterial
Verwaltung und Politik
Aktuelles USP.gv.at
Verwaltung und Politik
News HELP.gv.at
Verwaltung und Politik

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
4
4
4
5
5
5
5

5
4
3
3
5
3
3
3
4

5
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
2

3
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
3
3
2
1
1
1
3

1
1
4
4
2
2
2
2
2

34
33
32
32
31
31
31
31
31

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

3
5
5
5
5
3
5

5
4
4
4
4
4
5

4
3
5
3
3
4
1

5
3
3
5
5
3
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

3
5
2
2
2
2
3

1
1
2
1
1
3
1

31
31
31
30
30
29
29

5
5
5
5

5
3
5
5

5
4
5
5

4
3
3
4

3
4
2
1

5
5
5
5

1
2
1
1

1
2
2
2

29
28
28
28

Informationen HELP4BABY-App
Nachrichten Bundeskanzleramt
Ministerratsmaterial
Experteninformation USP.gv.at
Agenda 2030/Sustainable Development Goals
Aktuelle Meldungen und Termine
Termine zu EU-Themen
Digital Roadmap Austria
Europa aktuell

Gesundheit
Verwaltung und Politik
Verwaltung und Politik
Verwaltung und Politik
Verwaltung und Politik
Verwaltung und Politik
Verwaltung und Politik
Verwaltung und Politik
Verwaltung und Politik

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
3
3
5
3
3
3
5
3

5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
3

4
5
3
4
3
2
4
1
4

1
3
4
2
2
4
3
1
3

5
5
5
3
5
5
3
5
3

1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

28
28
28
27
26
26
25
24
23

Personen- und Organisationsverzeichnis
der österreichischen Bundesverwaltung

Verwaltung und Politik

5

0

5

3

1

5

1

2

22

Low points on criteria
“personal reference”
means: this is data that
needs to be protected
due to GDPR!
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Public Management

 Public Administrations need to be
aware of their data!
 Internal data monitoring is a way
to answer the questions

What can we publish?

What do we need to protect?
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Contact

Bernhard Krabina


krabina@kdz.or.at
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